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Abstract

The behaviour of physical systems is often characterised by rare tran-
sitions between energy minima. Due to their rarity, these events are not ob-
served in typical molecular simulations but can be observed in simulations on
the mesoscale provided that the rate of transition is known. For the evaluation
of the transition rate, knowledge of the energy barrier the system overcomes
during the transition, is necessary.

In Transition State theory this is achieved by finding the saddle point,
which lies between the reactant and product states. Popular techniques in-
clude the nudged elastic band method and the string method which evaluate
the minimum energy path of the transition, as well as the walker-type dimer
method. These are iterative schemes evolving a chain of states along projected
steepest descent directions. In this thesis, saddle point finding methods are
studied with respect to their performance and stability. An adaptive step se-
lection scheme is proposed, motivated from adaptive ODE numerical solving.
The scheme improves the robustness of saddle point search methods and enjoys
convergence efficiency.

An important factor contributing to slow convergence, comes from not
considering potential energy curvature information. This has been addressed
for walker-type methods but not for methods which identify transition paths.
A preconditioning scheme is proposed to address this issue, which substantially
reduces the computational cost of transition path finding algorithms.

Finally, momentum descent methods are explored in conjunction with
saddle point finding techniques. A momentum term is introduced in the dy-
namics of string, nudged elastic band and dimer methods introducing an added
inertia which accelerates the dynamics and achieves faster convergence. We
demonstrate the improved performance of our approaches in a range of ex-
amples including vacancy and dislocation migration modelled with both inter-
atomic potentials and density functional theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In computational chemistry, structural biology, materials science and engi-

neering, the behaviour of processes is often dominated by rare transitions be-

tween energy minima of the associated potential energy landscape. Examples

include: dislocation creep in crystalline materials, enzyme catalysis, protein

folding and fatigue crack growth.

Transitions of this kind are difficult to observe in dynamical simulations.

In practice, the system borrows energy from its surroundings, to overcome the

energy barrier and escape the attraction of a potential well [4]. To achieve this,

many unsuccessful trials take place. However, the typical timescale accessible

to simulations is much smaller than the time the system spends in the potential

well, before it escapes its attraction. Instead, such transitions can be simulated

on the mesoscale, using, for example, the kinetic Monte Carlo method [5],

provided that the transition rate is known. An approximation to the transition

rate may be found from Arrhenius’ law [6],

ν ∼ ν0 exp
(−∆E/kBT

)
, (1.1)

in terms of the height of the energy barrier with Eyring’s heuristic deriva-

tion [7], or Harmonic Transition State Theory [8].

To find the energy barrier of the transition, one needs to find the tran-

sition state, that is, the saddle point between the two potential wells. There

are two families of methods for tackling this problem: methods which re-

quire knowledge of the reactant state alone - ‘walker-type’ methods - such as
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the dimer method [9] and methods for which both the reactant and product

states are known, the most widely used techniques in which case are the string

method [10, 11, 12] and the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method [13, 14].

The dimer method evolves a single state of the system, often starting from the

local minimum, until it converges to the saddle point, whereas the string and

NEB methods search for the Minimum Energy Path (MEP) of the transition

- which, loosely speaking, is the most probable path of the transition - by

iteratively relaxing a discretised path of images. The MEP passes through the

saddle point with probability 1.

This thesis will explore techniques to accelerate the convergence speed

of general minimum energy path finding methods, with focus on the NEB

and string methods. The dimer method will also be visited. All methods of

interest are iterative and evolve a chain of states (or images) along projected

steepest descent directions. As a direct consequence, the methods inherit the

slow convergence that characterises steepest descent optimisation in the cases

where the potential energy is ill-conditioned, i.e. the Hessian matrix of the

potential has a large condition number [15]. For example this might be the

case if there are large discrepancies between bond stiffnesses in the system. A

more substantial review of the relevant literature is explored in chapter 2.

The MEP can be computed as the steady state solution of a first order

Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE). The same is true for the saddle point in

the case of the dimer method. In chapter 3 we see that this allows the use of the

theory of adaptive ODE solvers to develop an adaptive step selection scheme

for the string, NEB and dimer methods. The adaptive step selection aims to

improve not only the performance but also the robustness of the methods. It

also benefits from the fact that it can also be used directly for minimisation,

as well as saddle point search.

Preconditioning is commonly used in linear algebra and optimisation

to effectively reduce the condition number and thus improve the convergence

speed of iterative optimisation schemes [15]. It has also been successfully ap-

plied to the dimer method [16]. Chapter 4, proposes a novel preconditioning

scheme for the string and NEB methods. In essence, the scheme uses potential

energy curvature information to treat ill-conditioned geometries and effectively

reduce the number of force evaluations required for convergence. Provided that
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the cost of constructing and evaluating the preconditioner is much lower than

the cost of evaluating the model, the reduced number of force computations

leads to substantial speed ups, allowing us to tackle problems that are compu-

tationally costly, such as Density Functional Theory models (DFT) containing

10s-100s of atoms. Further, it allows lower residual errors to be obtained than

previously possible, improving accuracy and confidence in the solution.

Finally, momentum descent methods are explored in chapter 5. This is

a family of two-step methods which introduces an inertia term to the steepest

descent method in order to enhance its convergence speed. The computational

speedup arises from an improvement in the scaling of the convergence speed

with the condition number. We extend this scheme to transition state finding,

where preconditioned cases are also explored.

We conclude in chapter 6 where we reflect on our results and discuss the

strengths and shortcomings of our proposed work, leading to future research

directions.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we review the preliminary theory required for carrying out this

study. We commence by briefly reviewing general concepts of crystal structure

simulations and modelling and carry on to define the general problem that we

will study as well as the notation used. Additionally, the review covers concepts

from numerical analysis which will be useful both for better understanding the

problem at hand, but also in our subsequent analysis.

2.1 A note on crystal systems

A crystal, is defined as a solid material whose constituent atoms, molecules or

ions are arranged in a periodic array. To describe the geometry of the periodic

array, one may refer to the Bravais lattice, which is defined as an infinite array

of discrete points, such that the arrangement and orientation of points in the

array is invariant for all reference points in the lattice [17]. Formally, it is the

set of points R satisfying [18]

R =
{
n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3| ni ∈ Z ∀i = 1, 2, 3, ai ∈ R3, (a1 × a2) · a3 6= 0

}
.

(2.1)

The vectors ai ∈ R3, which span the Bravais lattice, are called primitive

vectors.

Of course one should note here that since in the physical world crystals

are finite, the ‘periodicity’ is to be taken in the sense that the crystals are

large enough so that most points of the Bravais lattice will be sufficiently far
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from the surface as to not feel its presence [17].

In the thesis we will investigate systems from two Bravais lattice ge-

ometries, the Body-Centred Cubic (BCC) and the Face-Centred Cubic (FCC).

Before we give a formal definition for each of them, we will first take a look

at a simpler case, the simple cubic three dimensional Bravais lattice. This is

constructed by 3 mutually orthogonal primitive vectors of equal length, say α.

For example, it may be generated by primitive vectors

a1 = α(1, 0, 0), a2 = α(0, 1, 0), a3 = α(0, 0, 1). (2.2)

The simple cubic lattice is shown partially in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Section of the simple cubic Bravais lattice.

Now, for each of the small cubes in the cubic three dimensional lattice,

we add another point at the centre. The new lattice formed is the Body-

Centred Cubic lattice and it may be constructed with the following choice of

primitive vectors

b1 =
1

2
(a2 +a3−a1), b2 =

1

2
(a3 +a1−a2), b3 =

1

2
(a1 +a2−a3). (2.3)
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A simple period of the BCC Bravais lattice is depicted in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Cubic unit cell of the BCC Bravais lattice

To construct the Face-Centred Cubic Bravais lattice, we start from the

simple cubic lattice and add an additional point at the centre of each face of

the small cubes. A set of primitive vectors for the FCC lattice is made up of

c1 =
1

2
(a2 + a3), c2 =

1

2
(a3 + a1), c3 =

1

2
(a1 + a2), (2.4)

and the visualisation of the lattice is shown in Fig. 2.3.

In the set of examples we will be studying, we included a copper (Cu)

system which has a FCC structure and tungsten (W) systems, having a BCC

structure.

2.2 Potential Energy Surfaces

A system’s behaviour is governed by a potential energy, V , which is a function

of the positions {rn} of its constituent particles. In this section we describe a

set of potential energy landscapes which we will meet in our examples.
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Figure 2.3: Cubic unit cell of the FCC Bravais lattice.

2.2.1 Müller-Brown potential surface

We first look at an artificial energy landscape. The Müller-Brown potential

is a simple 2-dimensional toy model, introduced in 1979 by K. Müller and L.

O. Brown [19]. This model does not describe any physical model, however,

because it is a two dimensional surface, the model allowed Müller and Brown

to demonstrate visually their proposition. Since then, it was exploited on

many occasion by the theoretical chemistry community to test algorithms often

related to reaction-path finding (see Section 2.4). The analytical expression

for the potential is:

V (x, y) =
4∑

k=1

{
Akexp

[
ak(x−x0

k)
2 + bk(x−x0

k)(y− y0
k) + ck(y− y0

k)
2
]}
, (2.5)

where typically the following values are assigned to the constants A, a, b, c,

x0 and y0:

A = (−200,−100,−170, 15), x0 = (1, 0,−0.5,−1), y0 = (0, 0.5, 1.5, 1),

a = (−1,−1,−6.5, 0.7), b = (0, 0, 11, 0.6), c = (−10,−10,−6.5, 0.7).
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The contours of this potential surface are shown in Fig 2.4. A notable feature

of the Müller-Brown potential surface is the fact that it has three local minima,

xA, xB and xC, and two saddle points, xS1 and xS2 .

Figure 2.4: The contours of the Müller-Brown potential. The three local
minima of the potential are marked in red and the two saddle points in yellow.

2.2.2 Molecular Dynamics

An important tool for studying the behaviour of a system of atoms or molecules,

are Molecular dynamics. Molecular dynamics were first introduced in 1955 by

Fermi et al. [20]. These are computer simulations which use Newton’s laws of

motion

−∇iV = mir̈i (2.6)

to describe the trajectories of atoms in a system identified by indices i feeling a

total force−∇iV within a given time frame, where V is the potential felt by the

system. Energies and forces are often calculated by means of an interatomic

potential, but this is not restrictive. All that is required is an expression of the

force and associated energy of the system of atoms at any given set of positions
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of the atoms {ri} of the system. Solving Newton’s equation of motion (2.6),

is performed numerically.

2.2.3 Interatomic Potentials

Interatomic potentials, describe the energy of a system as a sum of energies

owed to interactions between the constituent particles. In particular, for an

N -body system, with {rn}Nn=1 being the particle positions, it is assumed that

the total potential energy of the system may be expressed in the form

V =
N∑
k=1

∑
n1,...,nk

Vk(rn1 , . . . , rnk) (2.7)

where the subscript k of Vk indicates the energy due to a k−body interaction

and the subscripts n1, . . . , nk ∈ {1, . . . , N}, iterate over particle positions.

Lennard-Jones potential

The Lennard-Jones potential, was first introduced by John Lennard-Jones in

1924 [21], to model the potential energy of the interaction of two neutral atoms

or molecules, as a function of their separation distance r. The model consists

of a long range attractive term ∼ r−6 describing a London dispersion force (a

van der Waals force) and a shorter range repulsive term ∼ r−12 which mimics

a Pauli repulsion [22]. The exponent of the repulsive force was chosen to offer

computational efficiency when evaluating, but it is not uniquely defined [22].

The analytical expression for this choice of repulsive force is

VLJ(r) = 4ε

[(
σ

r

)12

− 2

(
σ

r

)6
]
, (2.8)

where ε is an energy scale (the depth of the potential) and σ, also called van der

Waals radius, is the length scale of the well. The profile of the Lennard-Jones

potential is illustrated in Fig 2.5.

The total energy felt by a particle at r due to an N−body system with
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positions {rn} is given by

VTOT(r) =
N∑
n

4ε

[(
σ

‖r − rn‖

)12

− 2

(
σ

‖r − rn‖

)6
]

(2.9)

It should be noted that when using periodic boundary conditions, it is cus-

tomary to truncate the Lennard-Jones potential at a cut-off distance, usually

of rc = 2.5σ.

21
6

VLJ

r

Figure 2.5: The profile of the energy profile of the Lennard-Jones potential
expressed analytically by Eq. (2.8) with respect to the separation distance of
two atoms or molecules.

Morse potential

In quantum mechanics potential energy curves are often reduced to quantum

harmonic oscillators around their stable equilibrium points r0, by means of

truncating the Taylor expansion of the true potential around that equilibrium

point after the quadratic term. Though a good approximation for molecular

vibration, there are two limitations associated with the harmonic oscillator.

The first being that its vibrational levels (eigenstates) are equidistant in en-

ergy but experimental evidence shows that this is not always the case for real

systems. The second being that a harmonic oscillator does not predict bond

breaking.
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For the potential energy of a diatomic molecule, i.e. a molecule com-

prising of two atoms of the same chemical element, a more accurate model was

proposed by P. M. Morse [23] which is widely known as the Morse potential.

The analytic expression for the Morse potential as a function of the separation

distance of the two atoms is given by

VM(r) = ε

(
1− e−A

(
r
r0
−1
))2

, (2.10)

where ε is the depth of the well, r0 is the equilibrium bond distance depending

on the element and A is a measure for the width of the well. For the Morse

potential, the vibrational levels are not equispaced in energy.

Alternatively, one may write the Morse potential as

VM(r) = ε

(
e
−2A
(
r
r0
−1
)
− 2e

−A
(
r
r0
−1
))

. (2.11)

which is equivalent to Eq. (2.10) up to an additive constant. In this form one

can identify a short-range repulsion term

∼ exp
{
− 2A

(
r/r0 − 1

)}
(2.12)

and a longer-range attractive term

∼ exp
{
− A

(
r/r0 − 1

)}
(2.13)

similarly to the Lennard-Jones model Eq. (2.8).

It is also important to note that the Morse potential is a good approx-

imation for a broader domain of r and not only in the neigbourhood of r0 as

it was the case for the harmonic oscillator.

The energy profile of the Morse potential for a diatomic atom is sketched

in Fig. 2.6.
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r0

VM

r

Figure 2.6: The form of the energy profile of the Morse potential describing
the interaction of a diatomic molecule and described analytically by Eq. (2.10)
as a function of the separation distance of two atoms comprising the molecule.

Embedded-Atom Model interatomic potential

The main disadvantage of simple pair potentials is their inadequacy to repro-

duce the full elastic constants of metallic systems. However, they have been

and are still being used to model small elastic distortions, but they are not

suitable for the modelling of big changes in bonding like in the case of sur-

face bonding. This is because pair-potentials assume that each interatomic

bond [24, 25] is independent of the rest in a system. Thus began the develop-

ment of many-body empirical models to overcome these issues.

One such many-body interatomic potential model which we will come

across in this thesis is the Embedded-Atom Model or Embedded-Atom Method

(EAM). The model was proposed by Murray Daw and Mike Baskes [26, 27] but

also independently by Finnis and Sinclair [28] and Gupta [29] and describes

the total energy of a metallic system. Each atom in the system is considered

to be embedded in the electron density of its neighbouring atoms. Then, the

total energy is taken to be the sum of pair potential terms between atoms

(including Coulomb repulsions between the nuclei) and the embedding energy

describing the bonding of each atom with its neighbours [1, 25]. In general the
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energy of any atom i in the system is expressed by

Vi = F

(∑
j 6=i

ρ(rij)

)
+

1

2

∑
j 6=i

φ(rij), (2.14)

where F is the embedding energy required to locate atom i in the electron

density of its neighbours, ρ is the electron density of atom j located at a

distance rij from atom i, φ(rij) is the pair potential describing the interaction

of atoms i with j separated by a distance rij and the summations are taken over

all neighbouring atoms j of i, often taken so that the separation distance rij

is less than a cut-off distance rcut. In the first term, the linear interpolation of

the electron densities that makes up the background electron density in which

atom i is embedded, is a reasonable approximation for metallic systems [25, 30].

Then the total energy for the bulk is simply the superposition of all energies

VEAM =
∑
i

Vi. (2.15)

The embedding energy F is defined uniquely when ρ and φ are determined,

and this is achieved by fitting F to experimental results or DFT calculations

(see Sec. 2.2.4 below) while imposing that the cohesive energy of the metal in

terms of the lattice constant is consistent [30].

As pointed out by Ercolessi and Adams [31], EAM potentials are highly

sensitive to the fitting database that was used, in that they can accurately

simulate configurations similar to the ones included in the fitting database,

but underperform otherwise. However their simple formalism and numerical

efficiency justifies why many scientists prefer to use them in comparison to

other models. In fact, the fitted data are as significant as the approximation

used for the electronic structure effects, which lead Ercolessi and Adams to

the development of the force-matching method [31].

The EAM implementation of Daw and Baskes [26, 27], was valid for

FCC crystal structures, but not for BCC, Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP) and

non-metallic structures [25, 32]. Other developments of the EAM potential,

such as the Finnis-Sinclair [28] and the extension by Ackland and Thetford [33]

have been successful in treating BCC configurations. In particular, the Finnis-
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Sinclair and Ackland and Thetford potentials are notable examples of EAM

models for W. However, for the treatment of W in this thesis we will be us-

ing the Marinica et al. description [1], which uses the force-matching method

of [31] to parametrise the EAM potential on the same basis as it has been pre-

viously used by Mendelev et al [34, 35, 36] and Proville et al [37] for iron. The

reason for this choice is the fact that the four Marinica EAM potentials give a

better prediction of the non-degenerate core structure of a screw dislocation,

which is a system of interest to us (see Sec. 2.3.2). In addition to Eq. (2.14),

the model assumes that φ, ρ and F take the forms

φ(r) =
nφ∑
i=1

aφi (δφi − r)3H(δφi − r), (2.16)

ρ(r) =
nρ∑
i=1

aρi (δ
ρ
i − r)3H(δρi − r), (2.17)

F (ρ̄) = aF1
√
ρ̄+ aF2 ρ̄

2, (2.18)

where

H(r) =

1 if r ≥ 0

0 if r < 0
, (2.19)

is the Heaviside step function, aφi , a
ρ
i , a

F
i ∈ R and the δφi , δ

ρ
i , δ

F
i ∈ R are cu-

bic spline knots responsible for fitting the data. The dataset used for fitting

includes (i) experimental values for lattice parameters, cohesive energies and

elastic constants, (ii) formation energies of point defects for W computed with

ab initio methods and (iii) atomic forces when a configuration is in liquid

state, also calculated with ab initio methods. The four classes of potentials

constructed, use different error measures to fit the data at the liquid state. As

a result, the four classes give different screw dislocation energy barriers for a

straight dislocation to migrate when zero stress is applied and in particular,

the EAM4 potential gave a barrier which agrees best with the DFT results

(see Sec. 2.2.4 for a description of DFT).
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2.2.4 Density Functional Theory

We deviate our attention from the classical framework to introduce a quantum

mechanical treatment of configuration systems, which allows the study of finer

scale details (on an atomistic scale) to be investigated. We are referring to

the Density Functional Theory (DFT) which has been mentioned earlier in

Sec. 2.2.3. Inevitably, a quantum mechanical model would be far more com-

putationally costly than a simulation on the molecular scale, a compromise to

the finer detail accuracy offered by such a model.

In the quantum mechanical framework, the state of an N -body system

is described wholly by the wavefunction Ψtot which is an anti-symmetric func-

tion of the electronic coordinates {ri} and obeys the many-body Schrödinger

equation. Methods which aim to solve the many-body system are being re-

ferred to as ab initio (≈ from first principles). Routinely one starts from the

Born-Openheimer approximation [38] before attempting to solve the many-

body Schrödinger equation. According to this, the motion of the electrons in

a molecule may be treated separately from that of the nuclei and the wave-

function of the molecule decouples like

Ψtot = Ψnuclei Ψelectron, (2.20)

on the grounds that the nuclei are much more massive compared to the elec-

trons resulting in a large time scale separation in their motion. Subsequently

the electrons are assumed to have relaxed to their ground state almost in-

stantaneously and the energy of the nuclei corresponds to that of the electrons

being in their ground state. The resulting Schrödinger equation takes the form

Ĥ|Ψtot〉 = E|Ψtot〉, (2.21)

where E is the eigenvalue of ψtot and the hamiltonian Ĥ in atomic units is
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given by

Ĥ = −
∑
i

1

2
∇2

ri︸ ︷︷ ︸
electronic

kinetic energy

+
∑
i

∑
j<i

1

|ri − rj|︸ ︷︷ ︸
electron-electron repulsion

−
∑
I

1

2mI

∇2
RI︸ ︷︷ ︸

ionic kinetic energy

+
∑
I

∑
J<I

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |︸ ︷︷ ︸

nucleon-nucleon repulsion

(2.22)

−
∑
I

∑
i

ZI
|RI − rj|︸ ︷︷ ︸

electron-nucleon attraction

,

where the indices i, j sum over electrons and I, J sum over nuclei, {RI} are

the nucleon positions, mI is the mass of nucleus I and ZI is its atomic number.

A quantum mechanical approach for modelling N−body systems is that

of DFT, which allows electronic structure calculations. It was developed by

Hohenberg, and Kohn and Sham [39, 40] and it is based on the principle that

the energy of the system may be represented in terms of a functional of the

electron density, which in its turn is a function of spatial coordinates.

From [39] for an interacting inhomogeneous electron gas comprising of

N electrons, the static external potential v(r) in which it is immersed, is a

unique functional of its wavefunction density

n(r) = N

∫
dr2dr3 . . . drN〈Ψtot(r, r2, . . . , rN)|Ψtot(r, r2, . . . , rN)〉, (2.23)

up to an additive constant. Moreover, the ground state energy of the gas is

also a unique functional of n(r) and in fact it is the minimum of the expression

E =

∫
v(r)n(r)dr︸ ︷︷ ︸

energy due to external potential

+
1

2

∫∫
n(r)n(r)′

|r − r′|
drdr′︸ ︷︷ ︸

electron-electron Coulomb energy

+G[n], (2.24)

over n(r), subject to 
∫
n(r)dr = N

n(r) ≥ 0, r ∈ R3
, (2.25)
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where G[n] is a universal functional of the density. Kohn and Sham [39]

postulate that it is sufficient to write G[n] as the sum of the kinetic energy T [n]

of a system with non-interacting electrons corresponding to electron density

n(r) (recall, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (2.20) and Eq. (2.22) from

earlier) plus an exchange-correlation energy of an interacting system of density

n(r) which should be approximated. For now we will assume the simplest such

approximation, the Local-Density Approximation (LDA)

Exc[n] =

∫
n(r)εxc(n(r))dr, (2.26)

for an electron exchange-correlation energy density εxc(n(r)) of a homogeneous

electron gas, which assumes n(r) varies slowly.

In [40], it is shown that solving the constrained optimisation problem

may by approximated by solving the N one-particle Schrödinger equations for

a system of N non-interacting electrons moving in an effective potential

v(r) +

∫
n(r)′

|r − r′|
dr′ + µxc(n), (2.27)

where

µxc(n) =
d

dn
(nεxc(n)). (2.28)

Under the above assumption, there exists an orthonormal, anti-symmetric,

set of wavefunctions, {|φi〉}Ni=1, each |φi〉 corresponding to one of the N non-

interacting electrons. The N decoupled one-particle Schrödinger equations

are [
− 1

2
∇2 + v(r) +

∫
n(r)′

|r − r′|
dr′ + µxc(n)

]
|φi〉 = εi|φi〉, (2.29)

and we refer to them in literature as the Kohn-Sham equations. Solving with

respect to the {|φi〉}Ni=1, one may obtain the electron desnity from

n(r) =
N∑
i=1

|φi(r)|2. (2.30)

To achieve self-consistency, Kohn and Sham use an iterative procedure: start-

ing from an initial guess for n(r), the values of v(r),
∫
n(r)′(|r − r′|)−1dr′
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and µxc(n) are evaluated and solving the Kohn-Sham equations (2.29) to-

gether with Eq. (2.30) leads to an updated n(r). The iteration continues until

self-consistency is achieved. Thereafter, all other observables of the ground

state can be evaluated from n(r).

The above procedure assumed knowledge of the exchange-correlation

energy functional and exact expressions exist only in the case of a free electron

gas which was the case in [40]. Generalising DFT for any system dictates

the need for an approximation, the simplest case being LDA which we have

already seen in Eq. (2.26). A much improved model which gives suitable

approximations even in cases where n(r) varies rapidly is the Generalised

Gradient Approximations (GGA) which as the name suggests, dependents on

the gradient of n(r)

EGGA
xc [n] =

∫
εxc(n(r),∇n(r))dr, (2.31)

where εxc is now a function of n and ∇n.

Parameterisation of both LDA and GGA models is performed by fitting

the respective models to Quantum Monte Carlo calculations. The matter of

parameterising the GGA functional is a topic of extensive dialogue in the

community, see for example [41]. For the purposes of DFT calculations in this

thesis, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE) [42] is used, which offers

a simple form but captures the most important features of previous models

such as [41].

Finally, we look at generating a basis set for the {|φi〉}Ni=1. In fact,

there are many possible choices for defining a basis set, ranging from linear

combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO) [43] popular amongst the quantum

chemistry community, real space grids, wavelets and plane waves, the latter

being favoured by the solid-state community and also being the family of our

choice. In particular, I will be using the CASTEP package [44].

For a periodic system, from Bloch’s theorem [45] the wavefunction of

a single electron in a crystal is spanned by the Bloch waves un,k which are

periodic functions having the same periodicity as the system. Thus, in the
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plane wave representation, each orbital is represented in the Fourier space by

φn,k(r) = enk·run,k(r). (2.32)

In the expression of Eq. (2.32), k is the wave vector, n is called the band index

and it distinguishes between different Bloch waves corresponding to the same

k. We can write

φn,k(r) =
∑
G

cn,k+Ge
i(k+G)·r (2.33)

where the G are reciprocal lattice vectors of the periodic system (the primitive

cell of the reciprocal space is refered to as the first Brillouin zone) and the

cn,k+G are the coefficients for the nth band. This sum is usually truncated

by some energy cutoff which is such as to not change the total energy of the

system. It is important to note that one calculates the un,k only at a selected

finite number of wave vectors k and the method of selecting such is important

not only for computational efficiency but also to produce the correct properties

for the system. The Monkhorst-Pack method [46] for selecting an appropriate

grid of k vectors, thereafter called k−points, is used in my calculations. The

Monkhorst-Pack method generates an evenly spaced rectangular grid.

2.3 Point defects

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods we will look at a

variety of examples. These include transitions in the Muëller-Brown potential

landscape which was studied in Sec. 2.2.1, as well as transitions in crystal

systems owed to the presence of point defects in the system. By defects, we

mean distortions of the regular pattern of the lattice caused by say atoms

of the crystal that are at irregular places of the lattice, or atoms that are

missing. For a point defect we imply that the defect occurs at a single point of

the lattice. In this section, we introduce the systems that we will be studying

in the thesis.
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2.3.1 Vacancy

A vacancy is an empty space in a lattice, which would normally have been

occupied by an atom. In fact vacancies occur in crystals naturally, as the

temperature of the system rises. The number of vacancies NV formed in a

crystal due to thermal vibrations, follows an exponential rule

Nv = NA exp

(
−Qv

kBT

)
, (2.34)

where NA is the number of atoms in the system, Qv is the energy needed to

form a vacancy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute tempera-

ture. But vacancies may also be formed for many other reasons, for example

because of residual tensile stress in the crystal.

For our examples we look at vacancies occurring in an artificial 2D

triangular lattice and a 3D supercell of a crystal structure. The vacancy is

placed at the centre of the cell. To model interactions in the 2D triangular

lattice, the Lennard-Jones potential (Sec. 2.2.3) is used, with parameters

ε = 1.0, σ = 2−
1
6 so that the equilibrium bond length is 1.0. The system is

made up of 60 atoms and periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x

and y directions. The transition of the vacancy migrating in the y direction

by one lattice spacing is considered. For the 3D supercell, we will study three

different cases:

1. A 107-atom Cu supercell of FCC structure in a fixed cell of periodic

boundary conditions. Interactions are modelled by the Morse potential

with parameters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0 and nearest neighbour distance r0 =

2.55 Å. The implementation used in our tests is available in the JuLIP.jl

package [47].

2. A 53-atom W BCC supercell in a fixed cell and periodic conditions on

the boundaries. The system is depicted in Fig. 2.7. The interactions in

this case were modelled with one of

(a) the EAM4 potential proposed in [1] and reviewed in Sec. 2.2.3. This

was implemented in the JuLIP.jl package [47].
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(b) a DFT model (see Sec. 2.2.4) as implemented in the CASTEP [44]

software, with the exchange correlation functional approximated

by the PBE GGA [42], a planewave energy cut-off of 500 eV and

a 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack grid to sample the Brillouin zone. A

comparison of convergence behaviour obtained with a 3 × 3 × 3

k−point grid was carried out which showed that the use of the

2× 2× 2 k−point grid is sufficient.

Figure 2.7: A slice of a 53-atom W BCC supercell in a fixed cell containing a
vacancy in the centre.

2.3.2 Screw dislocation

There are two types of dislocations found in crystals, edge and screw disloca-

tions and typically real materials exhibit dislocations of mixed characteristics.

An edge dislocation may be visualised, by considering an extra half-plane of

atoms midway through two regular planes of atoms in a system, whereas a

screw dislocation may be visualised if one considers a cut along parallel planes

and slipping the halves across the cut by one lattice vector, so that the shifted

halves ‘complete’ the lattices of the unshifted ones.

Dislocations are described by a line direction tracing along the bottom

of the extra half plane and the Burgers vector which gives the direction and

magnitude of the distortion of the lattice. For an edge dislocation, the line
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direction is normal to the Burgers vector while in a screw dislocation the two

are parallel.

In our examples, we focus on the screw dislocation case [48]. We con-

sider a 1
2
〈111〉 screw dislocation in a W BCC structure. In the transition of

interest, the dislocation advances by one glide step. Two systems sizes are

considered. In the first case, the 562-atom system is confined in a cylinder of

radius equal to 20 Å and surrounded by an 11 Å cylindrical shell of clamped

atoms (equal to 2 times the cutoff radius) and in the second case, the 1489-

atom system is confined in a cylinder of radius 40 Å and surrounded once more

by an 11 Å cylindrical shell of clamped atoms. Periodic boundary conditions

are imposed along the dislocation line (z) direction. The latter is depicted

in Fig. 2.8. To model interactions between atoms, we use two different mod-

els, in the first case an EAM4 potential (see Sec. 2.2.3) is used, whereas in

the second case, a hybrid model is used, combining an EAM2 potential and

an EAM4 potential. The Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator (LAMMPS) is used for the implementation of these potentials [49].

Figure 2.8: A 1
2
〈111〉 screw dislocation in a 1489-atom W BCC structure.

Particles are coloured according to their position on the z axis.

2.4 Transition state theory

Let x ∈ RM ,M ∈ N, be a state, or configuration, of the dynamical system in

question. We denote by V (x) the potential energy of x and assume that V

is twice differentiable and that it has at least two local minima, xA and xB.

These are characterised as metastable states as the system spends a long time
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in their vicinity, before it escapes their ‘pull of attraction’. Suppose that the

system is at xA. In rare occasions, the system succeeds to overcome the pull

of attraction of xA and might transition to xB. It is also possible that the

system will return to xA or transition to a different metastable state if one

such exists.

Such thermally activated transitions between metastable states are very

rarely observed in molecular dynamics. This is because, the time spent by the

system in a metastable state, before it escapes, is much longer than the typical

timescale of simulation. Molecular simulations run on a timescale comparable

to that of molecular vibrations (∼ 10−12s) [50] whereas the underlying rare

events take place within a timeframe of several orders of magnitude more.

Their long timescale is owed to the great separation of scales of typical energy

barriers of potential wells ∆E ∼ 0.5eV and thermal effectsO(kBT ) ∼ 0.025eV.

In the notation, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the

system.

ν
∆E

Figure 2.9: Schematic of an energy profile of a typical thermally activated
transition. The energy barrier ∆E is indicated on the diagram.

However, knowledge of the transition rate ν enables the simulation of

the transition on the mesoscale using, for example, the kinetic Monte Carlo

method [5]. The evaluation of the transition rate to leading order is possible

with Arrhenius’ law [6, 7, 4],

ν ∼ ν0 exp
(−∆E/kBT

)
, (2.35)

where the attempt rate ν0 may be estimated using Eyring’s heuristic deriva-

tion [7], or approximated with Harmonic Transition State Theory [8]. In this

thesis, we are not pursuing this problem, but we included the above brief for

motivation of the problem of interest.

As the transition rate scales exponentially with ∆E, improving the
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accuracy and robustness of the energy barrier estimate leads to significant

improvements in accuracy of the transition rate.

To find the energy barrier ∆E one should identify the saddle between

xA and xB [51]. The following assumption is made: xA and xB are separated

by a single saddle point xS of Morse index 1, so that there is a unique direction

of steepest descent at the saddle xS [52], where xS is called the transition state

which we aim to identify.

The computational evaluation of the Minimum Energy Path (MEP) [53]

of the transition is a familiar technique used to find the transition state assum-

ing that both xA and xB are known, but other techniques exists for identifying

the saddle point directly which assume only knowledge of xA [51].

An MEP of the transition from xA to xB, is defined as the intrinsically

parametrised path x∗(s), s ∈ [0, 1], satisfying
∇⊥V (x∗) ≡ 0,

x∗(0) = xA,

x∗(1) = xB,

(2.36)

where

∇⊥V (x) =

(
I− x′

‖x′‖
⊗ x′

‖x′‖

)
∇V (x), (2.37)

and where x′ = dx
ds

is the tangent along the path. Strictly speaking, ∇⊥V
depends on x′ as well as x but for simplicity of notation we will only write

∇⊥V (x). Figure 2.10 shows the contours of the Müller-Brown potential (de-

scribed in Sec. 2.2.1) and an MEP of a transition of a system in the Müller-

Brown potential landscape from a reactant state xA to a product state xB.

In this case the assumption that there is a unique saddle separating the local

minima is not satisfied, but one may consider the transition as having two

separate phases, a transition from xA to xC followed by another one from xC

to xB.

As stated in Chapter 1, the objective of this thesis is to improve the

convergence speed of saddle point search methods, particularly MEP search

methods in complicated geometries.

Before we look at the current methods for saddle point finding, we
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Figure 2.10: Contours of the Müller-Brown potential. The MEP of the tran-
sition from state xA to state xB is shown in white. The transition has two
saddle points, xS1 and xS2 marked in yellow along the MEP. The transition
may be thought of as two separate transitions: from xA to xC and another
one from xC to xB to satisfy the assumptions made in our analysis.

introduce the concept of geometry optimisation.

2.5 Geometry Optimisation

Classical systems, prefer to be in a state which minimises their energy. There-

fore, if the system in question is in state x(t0) at time t0, we are interested in

finding the state to which the system relaxes to as t → ∞. This is the prob-

lem addressed by geometry optimisation or energy optimisation. Numerous

algorithms exist relating to this task. We take a closer look to a few of these

algorithms which are relevant to us. These are iterative schemes and with one

exception all algorithms addressed come from the general framework of opti-

misation in numerical analysis: starting with an initial guess, x0, they proceed

iteratively, taking incremental steps along a search direction until convergence
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to the minimum.

2.5.1 Steepest Descent

Steepest descent or gradient descent is the prototypical method to minimisa-

tion. It only requires V to be differentiable once. Let xk be the state after k

minimisation steps, steepest descent advances by an amount αk in the direc-

tion, −∇V (xk), in which V decreases most rapidly [15]. This can be seen by

considering the first order Taylor expansion of V near x,

V (x+ εp) = V (x) + εp · ∇V (x) +O(ε2). (2.38)

for small ε. The rate of decrease of V along direction p is the coefficient of the

first-order term. Maximising V (x+εp)−V (x) with respect to p and requiring

that ||p|| = 1 we find the direction of most rapid decrease to be

p = − ∇V (x)

‖∇V (x)‖
. (2.39)

The steepest descent iteration step is expressed by

xk+1 = xk − αk∇V (xk). (2.40)

Notice that steepest descent can be derived from employing Euler’s method

to solve the first order differential equation,

ẋ = −∇V (x). (2.41)

Step length selection αk is achieved by means of a line search [15]. A popular

choice for line search is to check that αk satisfies at every iteration k the Wolfe

conditions [15], that is the Armijo condition

V (xk + αkpk) ≤ V (xk) + c1α
kpk · ∇V (xk), (2.42)

ensuring sufficient decrease in V and a curvature condition

pk · ∇V (xk + αkpk) ≥ c2p
k · ∇V (xk) (2.43)
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ensuring αk is not too small, for some constants c1, c2 ∈ (0, 1). For the steepest

descent method, it suffices to satisfy the Armijo condition alone [15].

2.5.2 Newton’s Method

Let V be twice differentiable and ∇∇V (x) be positive definite. The Taylor

expansion of V around x up to second order terms is:

V (x+ εp) = V (x) + εp · ∇V (x) +
1

2
ε2p · ∇∇V (x)p+O(ε3). (2.44)

Maximising the second order approximation of V (x+ εp)− V (x) with

respect to p, we find

p = −
(
∇∇V (x)

)−1∇V (x). (2.45)

This is known as Newton’s search direction and the associated optimisation

scheme updates xk by

xk+1 = xk − αk
(
∇∇V (xk)

)−1∇V (xk). (2.46)

In the vicinity of the local minimum, it can be shown that Newton’s method

converges quadratically1, provided that as k → ∞ the natural choice for the

step length is always αk = 1. We will revisit the convergence of Newton’s

method in Sec. 2.6.

Newton’s method, however, suffers from the fact that inverting the Hes-

sian, ∇∇V , takes O(N3) operations which can be very computationally costly

especially for models such as DFT where it is not analytically available.

2.5.3 Limited memory BFGS

The Limited memory Broyden - Fletcher - Goldfarb - Shanno optimisation

algorithm (LBFGS) [54], is a quasi-Newton algorithm, i.e. it is a method based

on Newton’s method which estimates the inverse of the Hessian matrix. It

differentiates from the original BFGS method in that in the original algorithm

1quadratic convergence means that the square of the error at iteration k is proportional
to the error at iteration k + 1
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a dense full matrix is used to approximate the Hessian, whereas in LBFGS,

only a small number of vectors is stored, representing the approximation.

This is, once again, an iterative algorithm. An estimation of the inverse

of the Hessian is found according to

Hk+1 = (I− ρksk ⊗ yk)Hk(I− ρkyk ⊗ sk) + ρksk ⊗ sk (2.47)

where,

sk = xk+1 − xk, (2.48)

yk = ∇V (xk+1)−∇V (xk) and (2.49)

ρk = (yk · sk)−1. (2.50)

Assuming that only the last M estimates of any quantity are available, to

estimate the Newton direction, two loops take place. In the first, starting

from qkM = −∇f(xk), qk` is updated according to

ak` = ρk` (s
k
` · qk` ) (2.51)

qk`−1 = qk` − ak`yk` . (2.52)

repeatedly until all M stored quantities have been exhausted. The subscripts

` index the stored quantities at iteration k. Then setting zk0 = qk0 , the second

loop takes place,

bk` = ρk` (y
k
` · zk` ) (2.53)

zk`+1 = zk` + sk` (a
k
` − bk` ). (2.54)

updating zk` until all M stored quantities have been exhausted. The estimation

of the Newton direction for step k+1 is simply −zkM−1. To ensure that LBFGS

updating is stable, it is necessary that line search is used, imposing the Wolfe

conditions (2.42) and (2.43) [15].
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2.5.4 Conjugate Gradient

The conjugate gradient method originated from the work of M. Hestenes and E.

Stiefel in 1952 [55] and it is an iterative scheme dedicated to solving numerically

the optimisation problem provided that the associated ∇∇V is symmetric and

positive definite.

The conjugate gradient method proceeds by constructing a sequence of

search directions which are conjugate to the direction of∇V and to each other.

The implementation specifics of this method are not important to us and they

are therefore omitted, but we will address its convergence in Sec. 2.6.

2.5.5 Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine

The Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE) [56] is an optimisation technique

that was specifically developed for molecular dynamics. The method is based

on the principle of damped molecular dynamics, i.e. to introduce a fictitious

damping force proportional to the velocity ∼ −ẋ, to drive the system down

in energy.

In particular, the system is evolved according to the following equation

of motion

ẍ(t) = −m−1∇V
(
x(t)

)
− γ(t)|ẋ(t)|

(
ẋ(t)

‖ẋ(t)‖
+
∇V

(
x(t)

)
‖∇V

(
x(t)

)
‖

)
(2.55)

for a mass m and γ(t) chosen so that the power, calculated from −∇V (x) · ẋ,

is positive and that the system will accelerate in a direction that is steeper

than the current direction of motion.

The path traversed in energy landscape V (x) as defined by the equation

of motion (2.55) was characterised in [56] by its authors to be analogous to

that taken by a blind skier looking for the fastest way to the valley of an

unknown mountainscape.

2.5.6 Momentum Descent

There is a family of methods, dedicated to accelerating steepest descent meth-

ods, that of momentum descent or accelerated gradient descent. The idea
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behind momentum descent is to introduce some form of momentum which

will accelerate the dynamics. Early examples include Polyak’s heavy ball

method [57],

xk+1 = xk − α∇V (xk) + β(xk − xk−1), (2.56)

which employs the momentum term, β(xk − xk−1), to accelerate convergence

and Nesterov’s accelerated gradient descent [58] given by

xk+1 = vk − α∇V (vk), (2.57)

vk+1 = xk+1 +
k − 1

k + 2
(xk+1 − xk).

We will address momentum descent in more detail in Sec. 5.

2.6 Ill-conditioning

For a twice-differentiable potential V, the quantity

κ(V (x)) = ‖(∇∇V (x))−1‖‖∇∇V (x))|, (2.58)

satisfying κ(V ) ≥ 1, defines the condition number of V, where the choice of

the norm is arbitrary. We will take ‖ · ‖ to be the `2-norm, in which case, the

condition number reduces to

κ(V ) =
σmax(∇∇V )

σmin(∇∇V )
, (2.59)

where σmax and σmin denote the maximum and minimum singular values of

∇∇V . Because ∇∇V is symmetric, Eq. (2.59) reduces further to

κ(V ) =
maxm |λm|
minm |λm|

, (2.60)

where {λm}Mm=1 are the eigenvalues of ∇∇V .

In the neighbourhood of a local minimum, λm > 0 ∀m = 1, . . . ,M . We

assign the relative ordering 0 < λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λM . Suppose, κ ≈ 1, then, the

contours of V become approximately spherical in the neighbourhood of the

minimum and V is characterised as well-conditioned. On the other hand, as
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κ gets larger, the contours of V become skew-elliptical and V is characterised

as ill-conditioned. This is best illustrated on Fig. 2.11.

(a) well-conditioned V (b) ill-conditioned V

Figure 2.11: The diagrams show the contours of (a) a well-conditionded V
near equilibrium and (b) an ill-conditioned function V near equilibrium.

To understand the implications of a small or a large condition number

in geometry optimisation, we look at the ideal case where V is a strongly

convex function, that is

V (x) =
1

2
x ·Qx− d · x, (2.61)

where Q ∈ RM×M is symmetric and positive definite, and d ∈ RM . There is

an exact step length αk which minimises V (xk − α∇V (xk)),

αk =
V (xk) · V (xk)

V (xk) ·QV (xk)
. (2.62)

The following is true for the convergence to a minimum x∗ of the steepest

descent method (Sec. 2.5.1) with step sizes (2.62) [15]:

‖xk − x∗‖Q ≤
(
κ− 1

κ+ 1

)k
‖x0 − x∗‖Q. (2.63)

This implies that as κ increases, the ratio

‖xk+1 − x∗‖Q
‖xk − x∗‖Q

≈ 1 (2.64)

and the method converges very slowly.
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For the conjugate gradient method introduced in Sec. 2.5.4 and for this

particular V , let

rk = d−Qxk, (2.65)

be the residual error at iteration k, the conjugate search directions pk are

constructed according to

p0 = r0, (2.66)

pk = rk −
∑
i<k

(
pi ·Qrk

pi ·Qpi

)
pi, (2.67)

and the appropriate choice for αk is

αk =
pk · rk

pk ·Qpi
. (2.68)

Then one can show that the following is true about the convergence to a

minimum x∗ of the conjugate gradient method.

‖xk − x∗‖Q ≤ 2

(√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)k
‖x0 − x∗‖Q. (2.69)

On the other hand, we have seen in Sec. 2.5.2 that with Newton’s

method, the sequence of xk converges quadratically to x∗. In particular, there

is a constant Λ(V ) [15] such that,

‖xk+1 − x∗‖ ≤ Λ(V )‖xk − x∗‖2. (2.70)

2.7 Cubic Spline Interpolation

In preparation for discussing the MEP finding methods, we briefly review

cubic spline interpolation. Let {(sn,xn)}Nn=0 be a collection of N + 1 known

and distinct pairs such that xn ∈ RM ∀n and sn ∈ R ∀n are arranged such

that

s1 < · · · < si < si+1 < · · · < sN . (2.71)
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We call sn the knots. We wish to find a function, x : [s1, sN ] → RM , such

that x(sn) = xn ∀n. This is known as interpolation of the N + 1 pairs.

In the context of the thesis we are interested in x being twice continuously

differentiable in s. We describe here the method of cubic spline interpolation.

Cubic spline interpolation [59], constructs for each coordinate m of (x)m

a piecewise polynomial function (x(s))m, using cubic polynomials to interpo-

late (xi)m, (xi+1)m in each subinterval [si, si+1]. It enforces continuity of the

first and second derivatives at the knots. The remaining 2 degrees of freedom

are fixed by enforcing a boundary condition. Common boundary conditions

are the following:

• natural boundary condition: The second derivative is zero at the end

points, x′′(s0) = x′′(sN) = 0.

• not-a-knot boundary condition: The third derivative is continuous at the

end points, x′′′(s0) = x′′′(s1) and x′′′(sN−1) = x′′′(sN).

• clamped boundary condition: The first derivative at the end points is

known.

In the present work for interpolation purposes we employ the cubic spline

interpolation and we impose the “not-a-knot” boundary condition, but the

methods we discuss can be readily extended to other interpolation schemes as

well.

2.8 Minimum Energy Path finding: the NEB

and String methods

Returning to MEP finding, we consider two notable methods, which are used

extensively in the literature: the string method [10, 11, 12] and the Nudged

Elastic Band (NEB) method [13, 14]. Both find the MEP by iteratively re-

laxing a discretised path x(s) of N images {xn}Nn=1, until convergence to an

approximate MEP is achieved. Typically, the path is evolved in the energy

landscape via a steepest descent-like optimisation technique; thus, the meth-

ods may converge slowly when the potential is ill-conditioned. Such a situation
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arises, for example, in large computational domains or if bonds with significant

stiffness variations are present. One of the main contributions of this thesis is

to propose preconditioning techniques that overcome this limitation.

From equation (2.36), notice that points along the MEP are steady state

solutions of the ODEs

ẋn = −∇⊥V (xn), ∀n = 2, . . . , N − 1

ẋ1 = −∇V (x1), ẋN = −∇V (xN),
(2.72)

where we have introduced the pseudo-temporal coordinate τ and we use the

notation

ẋ =
dx

dτ
. (2.73)

Starting from an initial guess, we can evolve a discretised path according

to the flow of Eq. (2.72) to approach asymptotically the MEP. However, images

should not be evolved independently of the rest, as in this case there is nothing

preventing them from converging to the nearest local minima of V . So instead,

the evolution of xn(τ) in string and NEB is described by the system of ODEs

ẋn = π(−∇⊥V (xn) + ηn). (2.74)

For the NEB method, η describes elastic interactions between adjacent images

confined in the direction along the path according to

η = ηneb = κ

(
x′′ · x

′

‖x′‖

)
x′

‖x′‖
, (2.75)

for a spring constant κ, ensuring that in regions of higher curvature the images

will feel stronger elastic attraction. The function π : x 7→ x is the identity

function.

While for NEB the presence of the elastic interaction η enforces an

approximate equidistribution of the nodes along the path, the string method

uses π : RM → RM to reparameterise the path after each iteration and ensure

that the images remain equidistant with respect to a suitable metric. The

value of η is set to zero. In the continuous limit, as N → ∞ a converged

discretised path tends to the correct MEP, independently of the choice of the

reparameterisation metric [12]. We initially use the standard `2-norm defined
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by ‖x‖2 = x · x, but we will introduce a different notion of distance later on

in Chapter 4.

The system (2.74) can be solved numerically with any ODE numeri-

cal integrator. Most commonly, Euler’s method [11] is used, which yields an

update step of the form

xk+1
n = xkn + αk

[
−∇⊥V (xkn) + ηkn

]
, (2.76)

where ηkn = η((xkn)′, (xkn)′′) and αk is the timestep at iteration k. For the

string method only, there is an additional redistribution of the images after the

update step. We follow precisely the approach described in Eq. 12 in [11], but

for simplicity of presentation do not make this step explicit. The redistribution

requires finding an expression for x(s) which we obtain by interpolating the

positions of the images with cubic spline interpolation. The redistribution step

will be revisited in more detail in Chapter 4.

The updating steps Eq. (2.76) for the string and NEB methods as well

as the subsequent analysis were defined in terms of total derivatives of the

path variable x (i.e. in terms of x′ and x′′), as they are motivated from the

respective laws of classical dynamics. This information is available at each

iteration at negligible extra cost as we use cubic spline interpolation to find

an expression for x(s)[10, 13].

Many variants of the string and NEB methods exist. Three notable

examples are the simplified string [11] and the improved tangent estimate [14]

and climbing image [60] for NEB. The simplified string method [11] omits

projecting the potential gradient on the normal directions to the path. In

particular, the updating step (2.76) takes the form

xk+1
n = xkn − αk∇V (xkn), (2.77)

with the redistribution step remaining unchanged. The improved tangent esti-

mate for NEB in [14] leads to an improved estimate of the spring forces which

helps against kink formation along the path. In particular, ηkn becomes

ηkn = κ
(
‖xn+1 − xn‖ − ‖xn − xn−1‖

) x′n
‖x′n‖

. (2.78)
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In the climbing image NEB [60] after a few standard NEB evolutions, the

image of highest energy xknmax
is evolved according to

xk+1
nmax

= xknmax
− αk

(
I− 2

(xknmax
)′

‖(xknmax
)′‖
⊗

(xknmax
)′

‖(xknmax
)′‖

)
∇V (xknmax

), (2.79)

so that it eventually converges to the saddle point. In this thesis we will be

using the original NEB and string methods, given by (2.76), but our analysis

may be used together with any of the string or NEB variants straightforwardly.

2.9 Dimer method

Let us now discuss a method which assumes no knowledge of the final state of

the transition. The dimer method was developed by Henkelman and Jònsson

in 1999 [9] and likewise to the string and NEB methods, it is an iterative

scheme, evolving the position of a pair of images until they converge to the

saddle point. An extensive analysis of the convergence of the dimer method is

found in [61] where the dimer method is studied as a dynamical system.

Starting from a configuration x0 ∈ RM , which is either at the local

minimum, or at a guess closer to the saddle point, a replica of the image is

constructed by displacing x0 by a vector Lṽ0, where ṽ0 is a unit vector in

RM which is aligned with the lowest curvature mode of V , i.e the greatest in

magnitude negative eigenvector of ∇∇V . A finite difference approximation of

∇∇V is used to find this eigenvector, which employs only the first derivatives

of the potential. Aligning ṽ at each iteration, is referred to as the rotation

step of the method.

We deviate from the original definition of the method described in [9, 62]

and instead we use the form derived in [16, 61]. It was shown in [16], that the

rotational force reduces to

ṽk =
vk

‖vk‖
,

fkv = −
(
I− ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)∇V (xk + Lṽk
)
−∇V (xk)

L
.

(2.80)

Assuming that there is a unique direction of steepest descent at the saddle, to
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approach the saddle, xk ascends in energy in the direction of lowest curvature

mode of V , given by ṽk, but descends in energy along all directions normal to

ṽk. This is realised by a step in the direction

fkx = ṽk
(
ṽk · ∇V (xk)

)
−
(
∇V (xk)− ṽk

(
ṽk · ∇V (xk)

))
≡ −

(
I− 2ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)
∇V (xk)

(2.81)

Then the image and its replica need to move according to

xk+1 = xk − αkx
(
I− 2ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)
∇V (xk) (2.82)

vk+1 = ṽk − αkv
(
I− ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)∇V (xk + Lṽk
)
−∇V (xk)

L
(2.83)

ṽk+1 =
vk+1

‖vk+1‖
(2.84)

A preconditioned variant of the dimer method is proposed in [16], where

the evolution equations take the form

xk+1 = xk − αkx
(
P(xk)−1 − 2ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)
∇V (xk) (2.85)

vk+1 = vk − αkv
(
P(xk)−1 − ṽk ⊗ ṽk

)∇V (xk + Lṽk
)
−∇V (xk)

L
(2.86)

ṽk+1 =
vk+1

‖vk+1‖P

(2.87)

where Pk = P(x(k)).

2.10 Thesis Objective

As mentioned earlier, because both the NEB and string methods use a pro-

jected steepest-descent direction in order to evolve a tentative path, the meth-

ods inevitably inherit its slow convergence. To surpass issues arriving from ill

conditioning, our proposed method is to use the numerical analysis approach

of preconditioning the ill-conditioned system under consideration. The inten-

tion is to focus on preconditioning each image along a treated path separately.

For this purpose, the preconditioners available for geometry optimisation are
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expected to be sufficient, but we will explore how to apply them in the new

context of MEP search methods.

Beyond our proposed method it should be noted that recent advances

have been made towards the same goal but via rather a different route. A

machine learning surrogate Gaussian process regression [63] was developed by

Garrito Torres et al. which surpasses the problem of poor scalability of com-

putational cost with the number of images along an NEB path, by redefining

the convergence criterion which now has a probabilistic nature. As a result

the surrogate model improves the robustness of the NEB method.

Our approach to improving the robustness of the method, relies on ex-

ploiting the fact that the MEPs are the steady state solutions to an ODE and

the same is true for the dimer method. There is an extensive and rigorous

literature dedicated to adaptive ODE numerical solvers which we will be dis-

cussing in detail in Chapter 3 and which we will adapt and optimise for saddle

point search methods.

Finally, we expand the momentum descent method seen in Sec. 2.5.6 in

order to utilise the method in transition state finding.
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Chapter 3

Adaptive step length selection

for saddle point finding methods

In this chapter we discuss step length selection for geometry optimisation

methods. We first take a look at previous techniques used and we carry on to

describe an early attempt which is motivated from the literature. Finally, we

propose a novel adaptive step length selection method, which we developed to

enhance time evolution of, but not limited to, string and NEB type methods;

specifically robustness and on-the-fly adaptivity. We will see that the scope

of applicability of this adaptive method is not limited to double-ended saddle

finding methods, but in fact it can be used as a general optimisation technique

and for walker-type methods such as the dimer method.

3.1 Introduction

In 2013, Samanta et al. [64] proposed an optimisation based string method.

Their method solves an optimisation problem for each node along the path

independently. For each node, xn, the method identifies the hyperplane normal

to the path and in this hyperplane, the minimiser of V is found to update xn.

A mixing step is employed after the minimisation step, where the new node is

selected as a linear combination of the old step and the potential minimiser.

Since the scheme treats nodes independently of their neighbours, it is prone

to kink formation along the path, violating the smoothness condition and

potentially leading to numerical instability. Another important aspect of the
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method is that it disregards projections of steepest descent directions, and

instead any direction normal to the path is allowed during minimisation.

For NEB and string-type methods, the LBFGS (see Sec. 2.5.3) optimi-

sation algorithm is used widely, for example with the NEB implementation [14]

in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) [3]. However, this tool bares

some disadvantages in our framework which will become apparent in our later

analysis. Another force based optimisation tool which is often used with the

NEB method is FIRE (Sec. 2.5.5) and this is available for example in the ASE

library.

3.1.1 Independent image step length selection

The proposed method in [64] does not take into consideration the projections

of steepest descent directions, but instead any direction normal to the path is

allowed during minimisation. We state here a different method that may be

used to independently evolve images along a path. This method is motivated

by the standard line search techniques introduced in Chapter 2. We use the

steepest descent-like, string and NEB evolution direction from (2.76)

fkn = −∇⊥V (xkn) + ηkn (3.1)

as the search direction.

Recall from Sec. 2.5.1 that to ensure convergence, typical line search

algorithms impose the Wolfe conditions and that for a steepest descent direc-

tion it suffices to satisfy the Armijo condition alone. This can be achieved by

a backtracking algorithm [15]. The algorithm is iterative, starting with a max-

imum initial guess α1 = αmax ∀n, and terminates when the Armijo condition

for each individual image,

V (xn + αnfn) ≤ V (xn) + c1αnfn · ∇V (xn) , (3.2)

is met. At each step, we improve the tentative value of the step length, αn,

for each individual image xn by minimising the quadratic interpolant of

V(αn) := V (xn + αnfn) . (3.3)
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Following [15], this is equivalent to updating αn by

αk+1
n ←

−1
2
αkn∇V

(
xkn
)
· fkn

V (xkn+αknf
k
n)−V (xkn)

αkn
−∇V (xkn) · fkn

. (3.4)

As each image is advanced by a different amount αn, the resulting path

will no longer be smooth and after several steps, we expect the formation

of kinks along the path preventing convergence. In similar fashion to the

optimisation-based string method of [64], we need to take a smoothing step to

prevent kink formation along the path. We chose to mix the step sizes along

the path as opposed to across path followed by [64]. To explain; provided

that the old path is sufficiently smooth, we take a weighted average of the

step length αn associated with image xn with the step lengths of its adjacent

neighbours xn−1 and xn+1, αn−1 and αn+1 respectively, according to

αkn =


1
4
αkn−1 + 1

2
αkn + 1

4
αkn+1,∀n = 2, ..N − 1

1
2
αkn + 1

2
αkn+1, for n = 1

1
2
αkn−1 + 1

2
αkn, for n = N

. (3.5)

Of course this heuristic approach does not guarantee that the resulting

path will be smooth. In fact, from the moment the images on the path move

with different step lengths the smoothness condition is lost. Moreover, on

areas where the steepest descent direction changes rapidly, it is expected that

the described method will be more susceptible to kink formation. Another

drawback is the need for the user to specify a maximum step length αmax

which needs to be hand-tuned by the user, similarly to the fixed step of the

static method.

The above considerations led us to abandon this idea for good, and mo-

tivated an alternative method which treats the path as a single vector confined

in RnM as opposed to a collection of n images in RM
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3.2 Adaptive time stepping

We start this section by observing that neither the string nor the NEB method

correspond to minimisation of an energy functional, due to the projection

operators involved in their forcing term (3.1).

To motivate the analysis of this section, recall from equation (2.74) in

Sec. 2.8 which we restate here,

ẋn = π(−∇⊥V (xn) + ηn), (2.74)

that the string and NEB methods can be expressed as first order ODEs and

that originally Euler’s method was employed to derive the evolution equa-

tions (2.76) restated below

xk+1
n = xkn + αk

[
−∇⊥V (xkn) + ηkn

]
. (2.76)

There are two caveats to the use of this simple first order scheme. The first

being that, a time step small enough to ensure stability for every evolution step

is required and second, this step length needs to be determined by the user;

a rather tedious task. However, these issues can be bypassed, if an adaptive

ODE solver is used in its place. We propose the use of the adaptive ODE solver

based on Hairer et al. [65] to allow for some adaptivity in the step selection

mechanism. For an adaptive ODE solver, the user is required to supply only an

absolute and a relative tolerance, atol and rtol respectively, which control the

accuracy of the solution locally. We will demonstrate that choosing these two

parameters is more intuitive and more robust than choosing the step length of

a fixed time stepping, static, method.

We emphasise here that, on some occasions, a finely tuned static method

might be more optimal than the adaptive step method that we will describe,

and this is fine. Our aim in this chapter is not to speed up convergence of

the string and NEB methods, but rather to reduce the user’s effort needed to

achieve convergence, by improving robustness and adaptivity.
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3.2.1 The adaptive ODE solver ode12

The following description, follows the construction of a general adaptive ODE

solver from [65]. Let xk be the approximation to the solution after step k and

let αk be the step length used to propagate the solution during the same step.

Now, suppose f(x) is the driving force on x. We consider a first and second

order explicit Runge-Kutta pair, in non-extrapolation mode. That is, the low-

est order approximation will be used to advance the method. In particular, we

take a first order Euler step, xk+1, and a second order Crank-Nicolson step,

x̃k+1, given by

xk+1 = xk + αkf(xk), (3.6)

x̃k+1 = xk +
αk
2

{
f(xk) + f(xk+1)

}
, (3.7)

thus xk+1 is the trial step to advance the method. An estimate of the local

error for xk+1 is found by xk+1 − x̃k+1. To test the eligibility of the chosen

step length, the local error is checked against a preset absolute tolerance, atol,

‖xk+1 − x̃k+1‖∞ ≤ atol. (3.8)

But we need to be careful when xk becomes of the same order as atol. In that

case, the local error estimate being small compared to atol is not an indication

that the method has converged. To prevent this scenario, we define the relative

error: for each component we look at the local error scaled by the size of the

current and trial steps, and we compare this against a relative tolerance, rtol,

according to
|xk+1
i − x̃k+1

i |
max{|xki |, |xk+1

i |}
≤ rtol, ∀i = 1, . . . ,M. (3.9)

The two inequalities are expressed together, by

|xk+1
i − x̃k+1

i | ≤ max{atol, rtol ×max{|xki |, |xk+1
i |}} ∀i = 1, . . . ,M. (3.10)

We define the quantity

Ek+1 := sup
j

{ |xk+1
j − x̃k+1

j |
rtol ×max

{
atol
rtol

, |xkj |, |xk+1
j |

}}, (3.11)
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which is to be thought of as an overall measure for the error and to be compared

with 1, where the index j denotes vector components. For our choice of xk+1

and x̃k+1,

xk+1 − x̃k+1 =
αk
2
{f(xk)− f(xk+1)}. (3.12)

Thus, the error measure reduces to

Ek+1 :=
1

2
αk(rtol)

−1 sup
j

{
|fj(xk)− fj(xk+1)|

max
{
atol
rtol

, |xkj |, |xk+1
j |

}}, (3.13)

which does not require the evaluation of x̃k+1 explicitly.

Whether Ek+1 < 1 and the new step xk+1 is accepted or not, we want

a good estimate for the new step length. From the local error analysis of the

Euler method [65], it follows that

Ek+1 = Ckα
2
k +O(α3

k), (3.14)

where, Ck is a constant. The optimal step size, αk,opt, is the largest step that

may be taken in the search direction f(xk), before violating condition (3.10).

From (3.10), (3.13) and (3.14), for an optimal step we have Ckα
2
k,opt ≈ 1. It

follows that

αk,opt = αk
√

(1/Ek+1). (3.15)

If xk+1 is accepted, we set αk+1 = αk,opt and proceed to evaluate xk+2. Oth-

erwise, we set αk = αk,opt and re-evaluate xk+1.

Deciding on the termination criterion is where our ODE solver differs

from its predecessors. The typical goal for an ODE solver is to find an ap-

proximate solution in a finite time interval [0, T ]. Thus the typical ODE solver

runs until
∑

k αk exceeds T . For our case the end goal is the identification of

the equilibrium f ≡ 0. Thus we would like the solver to terminate when the

residual Rk+1 falls below the set tolerance, or the preset number of iterations

has been exceeded. We leave the exact definition of the residual arbitrary for

now, as this will permit us to extend to the string and NEB formulation later

on, but for an optimisation problem, this will typically be

Rk+1 =
∥∥f(xk)

∥∥
∞ . (3.16)
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Following the standard naming convention for adaptive ODE solvers,

we call the described method, ode12, where ‘1’ and ‘2’ reflect the first and

second order approximations xk+1 and x̃k+1 considered at each iteration.

3.2.2 The ode12 solver for saddle point finding methods

We insert a small parenthesis here to discuss the implications of applying the

method to saddle point finding. First we look at the string and NEB methods

and then we conclude with the consideration of the dimer method.

As mentioned earlier in Sec 3.1, we would like to treat the path as

a single entity. For this reason, we adopt a different notation to represent

the path, which nevertheless yields equivalent updating steps of the NEB and

string methods. For a discretised path {x1, . . . ,xN} we define the vector entity

X ∈ RN×M given by

X :=


x1

...

xN

 , (3.17)

and the force entity F ∈ RN×M given by

F :=


f1

...

fN

 , (3.18)

where fn was defined in (3.1).

We are now ready to apply the ODE solver. The expressions for the

trial step and error meassure follow naturally and are given

Xk+1 = Xk + αkF
k, (3.19)

and

Ek+1 =
1

2
αk(rtol)

−1 sup
j

{
|F k
j − F k+1

j |
max

{
atol
rtol

, |Xk
j |, |Xk+1

j |
}}, (3.20)

respectively. Now we are only left with identifying the correct form of the
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residual Rk+1 which is simply

Rk+1 =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∇⊥V (xk1)

...

∇⊥V (xkN)


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

= max
n

∥∥∥{∇⊥V (xkn)
}∥∥∥
∞
. (3.21)

To conclude, we present a summary of the method specifics for the

dimer method introduced in Sec 2.9. To use the ode12 method, we consider

the long vector

Z :=

[
x

v

]
, (3.22)

in terms of the positions vector x and the orientation of the dimer v, and the

force term

FD :=

[
fx

fv

]
, (3.23)

in terms of the translational force fx and rotational force fv, defined by equa-

tions (2.81) and (2.80), respectively,. The trial step is therefore given by

Zk+1 = Zk + αkF
k
D, (3.24)

the error meassure by

Ek+1 =
1

2
αk(rtol)

−1 sup
j

{
|F k

D,j − F k+1
D,j |

max
{
atol
rtol

, |Xk
j |, |Xk+1

j |
}}, (3.25)

and the residual is given by

Rk+1 = ‖FD‖∞. (3.26)

3.2.3 Stagnation in the asymptotic regime

Applying the aforementioned ODE solver together with the string and NEB

methods on a variety of systems, we observe a promising initial convergence

behaviour. However, near the equilibrium, the method fails to select good step

lengths for convergence. Instead, the method stagnates; a cycling behaviour is

observed. To visualise, let us take a look at a vacancy migrating in a 249-atom
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BCC W supercell, modelled with the EAM4 class of the EAM interatomic

potential proposed by Marinica et al. [1] (see Sec. 2.3.1). The string method

with free ends, coupled with the ode12 method on a path of 5 images is used.

To initialise the path, the initial and final states x1 and x5 were relaxed to the

local minima with an accuracy of 10−4eV/Å and the path was assembled by

linearly interpolating x1 and x5. Figure 3.1 demonstrates how ode12 effectively

selects appropriate step lengths in the pre-asymptotic regime, but stagnates

in the asymptotic regime.

Figure 3.1: Convergence of the string method applied to vacancy migration
in a 249-atom BCC W supercell modelled with the EAM4 potential [1]. Op-
timal static time stepping and time stepping with ode12 were used on a path
consisting of 5 images.

Convergence of adaptive time stepping techniques has been studied ex-

cessively. As proved in Stuart [66], as rtol → 0 a uniform convergence result

holds, provided that the initial step is sufficiently small and that the solution is

bounded away from the sets where ‖F(X)‖ and the leading error term (scaled

by ‖F(X)‖),
1

2
‖F(X)‖−1F(X) · ∇F(X), (3.27)

vanish. It is important to notice here that our fictitious time coordinate is not

bounded, instead we are intentionally approaching the zeros of ‖F(X)‖ and

the convergence results of [67] for Runge-Kutta pairs (p, p − 1) of precisely p

stages no longer hold. As discussed in [68], the reason the convergence results

fail near equilibria, is because the step lengths increase to O(1) independently

of the choice of rtol, and as a result, the higher order error term becomes of the
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same order as the leading error term and cancellation may occur. In that case,

the local error is underestimated and large time steps are falsely accepted, and

the method fails to converge [66, 67, 68].

3.2.4 Minimising the residual

To overcome this issue, we modify ode12 described in Sec. 3.2.1, by adding a

second step-length selection mechanism based on minimising the residual. In

essence, the adaptive ODE step selection of Sec. 3.2.1 should be used in the

pre-asymptotic regime while minimising the residual is a suitable mechanism

in the asymptotic regime.

This leads to the following step-length selection algorithm, which we

label ode12r :

We follow ode12 and calculate Ek+1 from (3.13). We accept the pro-

posed Xk+1 if the scaled residual error satisfies either one of the two following

conditions:

1) Rk+1 ≤ Rk(1− c1αk),

2) Rk+1 ≤ Rkc2 AND Ek+1 ≤ rtol,

for contraction and growth parameters c1 and c2 ∈ R. Typical values for c1

and c2 are c1 = 0.01 and c2 = 2.0.

Whether the step is accepted or rejected, we now compute two step-

length candidates using (1) the adaptive solver and (2) a simple line-search

procedure. The adaptive solver step-length candidate given by the ode12 solver

is αk+1,ode12 = αk,opt from (3.15). For the second candidate, let us consider the

following argument: The driving force along the previous search direction can

be approximated by its linear interpolant

F(Xk + θαkF
k) = (1− θ)Fk + θFk+1 +O(α2

k), (3.28)

for some θ ∈ R+. To ensure sufficient decrease of F, we minimise

‖(1− θ)Fk + θFk+1‖2 (3.29)
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with respect to θ to obtain the line-search candidate

αk+1,ls = θαk, (3.30)

where

θ =
Fk · (Fk − Fk+1)

‖Fk − Fk+1‖2
. (3.31)

If the current step Xk+1 is accepted then the next step-length candidate is

chosen to be

αk+1 = max
(

1
4
αk,min

(
4αk, αk+1,ls, αk+1,ode12

))
,

so that it is not too small or too large compared to the last step αk. If the

step Xk+1 is rejected, then the new step-length candidate starting from Xk is

αk = max
(

1
10
αk,min

(
1
4
αk, αk+1,ls, αk+1,ode12

))
,

so that it is not too dissimilar to the rejected step.

In Fig. 3.2, the convergence speed of the modified ode12r agrees with

the results of ode12 in the pre-asymptotic regime but successfully converges

upon reaching the asymptotic regime. Highlighting our earlier comment; near

the equilibrium, the system is already on a descent direction and we only need

to make sure that we approach the solution sufficiently fast and we do so by

contracting the residual, whereas if the system is starting far from the stable

solution, by following the ode adaptive step we are guaranteed to follow a

stable, descent direction.

3.3 Results

In this section we look at the convergence results of the ode12r ODE schemes

and the linesearch method. The measure for convergence is the magnitude

of the residual error Rk+1 as defined in Eqs. (3.16), (3.21) and (3.26). To

demonstrate its effectiveness, we first look at the Müller-Brown potential (see

Sec. 2.2.1) and we carry on to study a set of systems in interatomic potentials.

The description of the systems can be found in Sec. 2.3.
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Figure 3.2: Convergence rate of the string method applied to vacancy migra-
tion in a 249-atom BCC W supercell modelled with the EAM4 potential [1].
Optimal static time stepping, time stepping with ode12 and time stepping
with ode12r were used with a path consisting of 5 images.

Since the preliminary target of these methods is adaptivity, the main

focus of the following section is the study of robustness of the methods in

terms of parameter selection.

For each example, we explore the methodologies in conjunction with the

general optimisation problem, where we compare the ode12r method against

steepest descent, the LBFGS and conjugate gradient methods. For the LBFGS

and conjugate gradient methods the implementation of the Optim.jl pack-

age [69] was used. We then move to the string and NEB methods and conclude

with the dimer method.

3.3.1 Müller-Brown potential

We first look at the Müller-Brown potential, a two-dimensional potential sur-

face, which we introduced in Sec. 2.2.1. The surface has three local minima

which we labeled xA, xB and xC on Fig. 2.4 and two saddle points labeled xS1

and xS2 .

We start from a state x0 in the vicinity of xA and we use ode12r to

minimise the energy to xA. Figure 3.3 shows the initial state x0 marked with

the darkest shade of red and the local minimum xA marked in light yellow.

The sequence of steps taken is marked with gradually varying colour from red

to yellow.
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Figure 3.3: Contours of the Müller-Brown potential. Starting from a state x0,
we relax the configuration to local minimum xA with ode12r. The sequence
of steps taken by ode12r is marked with gradually varying colour from red to
yellow.

A comparison of the results of the ode12r and ode12 algorithms is shown

in Fig. 3.4(a). Notice how using a very fine relative tolerance allows ode12 to

eventually converge but this requires considerably more computational time.

The additional residual minimisation step of the ode12r algorithm takes ad-

vantage of the fast convergence of the adaptive step for residual errors of the

order of ∼ 10−1 and permits further reduction of the residual error for residual

errors beyond 10−1. A comparison against the widely used steepest descent,

LBFGS and conjugate gradient optimisation tools is presented in Fig. 3.4(b),

where the ode12r method exhibits a 2-fold speedup compared to the most

optimal, in this case, conjugate gradient method.

To demonstrate the robustness of the ode12r method, we run the ode12r

method, from the same initial state, varying the values of rtol and atol in

{a × 10b : a = 1, . . . , 9, b = 0,−1 . . . ,−4}. Figure 3.5 shows the number of

force calls needed to converge to an accuracy of 10−4 for the different values

of rtol and atol.

The string and NEB methods were used to find the MEP from state

xA to state xB; refer to Fig 2.10 for a visualisation of this. Remember from

Sec. 2.4, that the MEP passes through xC and both saddle points xS1 and xS2 .

Although this violates the assumptions posed in Sec. 2.8 on the uniqueness of

the saddle, the string and NEB methods were able to tackle this problem with

no issue because the two saddles are sufficiently far apart. One can always
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Figure 3.4: Convergence (in terms of the number of force evaluations) for the
optimisation problem for a system in the Müller-Brown potential. On the left
pane (a), the ode12r method is compared against ode12 both using the same
tolerances and ode12 with a finer tolerance. On the right hand pane (b), time
stepping with ode12r is compared against optimally tuned steepest descent
method, LBFGS and conjugate gradient methods.

consider the transition as the sum of two transitions from xA to xC and from

xC to xB. Table 3.1 focuses on the computational cost of the ode12r and static

string and NEB methods for a low accuracy of ∼ 10−1 and a high accuracy of

∼ 10−3. For the static string and NEB the step length was carefully chosen to

achieve the fastest convergence to the corresponding low and high accuracies.

We refer to this choice as the optimally chosen static step. For the ode12r

adaptive step selection, the relative tolerance was set to 10−1 and the absolute

tolerance was chosen to match this value. The ode12r step selection was found

to be at least as good as the optimally chosen static step but beyond this it

exhibited a 2-fold speedup for the NEB method for higher accuracies. Finally,

we test the dimer method on finding saddle xS1 starting from a point along

the line connecting xA and xS1 . The convergence results for finding the saddle

using the dimer method, are summarised in Table 3.2, which focuses on the

computational cost of the ode12r and simple dimer method for a low accuracy

of ∼ 10−1 and a high accuracy of ∼ 10−4. The advantage from using adaptivity

to select the step length is clear. A 2-fold speedup was observed for the low

accuracy, whereas a speedup of almost a factor of 4 was observed for the higher
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Figure 3.5: Variation of computational cost of the ode12r parameters, for the
optimisation problem applied to the Müller-Brown potential. The system was
initialised from the same state x0 near the equilibrium for each run.

Müller-Brown potential: MEP finding methods
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 45 56 43 54
NEB 41 75 33 44

Table 3.1: Force evaluations per image needed for the string and NEB methods
to converge to the MEP connecting the two local minima xA and xB of the
Müller-Brown potential. The MEP was discretised by 15 images.

accuracy.

3.3.2 Vacancy

We explore vacancies in three different systems. These were chosen to make

critical comparisons between the systems and give an insight on the capabilities

and limitations of the ode12 method.

Vacancy in a 2D Lennard-Jones cell

Consider a vacancy in a 60-atom triangular lattice modelled with the Lennard-

Jones potential with parameters ε = 1.0, σ = 2−
1
6 , as described in Sec. 2.3.1.

The vacancy is located at the centre of the cell initially and periodic boundary

conditions are imposed in the x and y directions.

From a state close to the local minimum, we first consider the min-
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Müller-Brown potential: walker type method
Step selection simple dimer ode12r solver
Tol 10−1 10−4 10−1 10−4

Dimer 53 101 22 28

Table 3.2: Force evaluations needed for the dimer method to converge to saddle
xS1 of the Müller-Brown potential.

imisation problem to the local minimum. The results are shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6(a) highlights how ode12r uses the ode12 step length predictions

in the pre-asymptotic regime, before line search step length selection takes

over in the asymptotic regime. Notice that choosing a fine rtol tolerance for

ode12 will result to the method converging after a long time. We also look

Figure 3.6: Convergence of optimising the configuration in a 60-atom 2D cell
modelled with a Lennard-Jones potential and containing a vacancy. The left
panel (a) shows a comparison of ode12r to ode12 and the right panel (b) shows
comparison against steepest descent, LBFGS and conjugate gradient.

at parameter fitting for the atol and rtol parameters. We run the ode12r

method with the same initialisation, varying the values of rtol and atol in

{a × 10b : a = 1, . . . , 9, b = 0,−1 . . . ,−4}. Figure 3.7 shows the number of

force calls needed to converge to an accuracy of 10−4 for the optimisation

algorithm, as a function of rtol and atol.

We now look at the transition of the vacancy migrating by one lattice

spacing in the y direction. Considering the string and NEB methods to find
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Figure 3.7: Variation of computational cost with the ode12r parameter, for the
optimisation algorithm applied to a 60-atom 2D cell modelled with a Lennard-
Jones potential containing a vacancy. The system was initialised at a state
near the local minimum.

the MEP, we tabulate the number of force calls per image required for conver-

gence for either of the static and adaptive ode12r step length selection schemes.

Table 3.3 shows these results. Neither method converges beyond the 10−3 tol-

erance within a reasonable number of iterations. The latter came as a surprise

to us, as on the contrary to the real vacancy migration systems that we study

next, this artificial set up appears to exhibits more severe ill-conditioning.

Figure 3.8, shows the number of force calls per image needed for the string

method with ode12r to converge to an accuracy of just 8 × 10−2eV/Å, as a

function of atol and rtol. On this colour map, regions in white show that the

method did not converge within a reasonable number of force calls. We will

revisit this again in Chapter 4.

2D Vacancy: MEP finding methods
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 197 ∗ 52 ∗
NEB 200 ∗ 53 ∗

Table 3.3: Number of force evaluations per image required by the string and
NEB methods to converge the vacancy migration MEP of a 60-atom 2D cell
modelled with a Lennard-Jones potential, with either the static or ode12r
step length selection methods. In the cases marked *, the algorithm did not
converge within a reasonable number of iterations.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of computational cost of the ode12r parameters, for the
string method applied to vacancy migration in a 60-atom 2D triangular lattice
modelled with a Lennard-Jones potential. The string method was converged to
an accuracy of 8× 10−2eV/Å. White indicates cases where the string method
did not converge within a reasonable number of force computations.

Next we turn our attention to three dimensional systems containing a

vacancy. We consider a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell in a fixed cell, periodic

boundary conditions and interactions modelled with a Morse potential with

parameters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0 and nearest neighbour distance r0 = 2.55 Å, as

described in Sec. 2.3.1.

For the optimisation problem, we considered two initial conditions. For

the first, we initialise our system far from a local minimum of the energy

and for the second case we begin optimisation from a state close to the lo-

cal minimum. We conduct the same parameter fitting analysis for the ode12r

method that we carried on earlier for the vacancy in Lennard-Jones poten-

tial. Figure 3.9 shows the number of force calls needed to converge to an

accuracy of 10−4eV/Å for the different values of rtol and atol. It is evident

that small changes in the values of the tolerance parameters will not cause

dramatic changes for the computational cost. The convergence results of the

optimisation for ode12 and ode12r are presented in Fig. 3.10 along with the

convergence rates of the static steepest descent, the LBFGS method and the

conjugate gradient method. The effectiveness of the line search in ode12r is

illustrated on the left hand side panels (a) and (c): for the simple optimisation

problem, both initial conditions are in the asymptotic regime and therefore the

line search takes effect immediately. Comparing ode12r against other methods
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Figure 3.9: Variation of computational cost with the ode12r parameter, for
the optimisation problem applied to vacancy migration in a 127-atom fcc Cu
supercell modeled with the Morse potential [1]. The system was initialised with
a state far from the local minimum on the right pane and near the minimum
on the left panes.

in Figs 3.10(b),(d), we see a speed up of factor at least 2 in comparison to the

simple steepest descent method but also a substantial speed up in comparison

to the conjugate gradient method. Notice here that there is a greater speed

up for the system initialised furthest from the minimum than for the system

initialised close to the equilibrium. Next we couple ode12r with the string

Vacancy in Cu supercell: MEP finding methods
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol / eV/Å 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 8 74 8 41
NEB 8 57 8 27

Table 3.4: Force evaluations per image needed for the string and NEB methods
for the migration of a vacancy in a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell modelled by
a Morse potential. The MEP was discretised with 5 images.

and NEB methods. A path of 5 images was used, and the end points were

left free to move. To initialise the path, the reactant and product states were

relaxed to an accuracy of 10−4eV/Å and the initial path was constructed from

their linear interpolation. Table 3.4 shows the number of force evaluations

per image needed for convergence to two preset tolerance limits. Figure 3.11

illustrates once again how the line search step takes over the adaptive ode step

in order to aid convergence. It is important to note here that in fact for the
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Figure 3.10: Convergence for the optimisation problem applied to vacancy mi-
gration in a 127-atom FCC Cu supercell modelled with the Morse potential [1].
The methods were initialised with a state near the local minimum on panes
(a) and (b) and far from the minimum on the lower panes (c) and (d). On the
left panes, optimally tuned steepest descent method, time stepping with ode12
and time stepping with ode12r were used. On the right panes, the comparison
includes the LBFGS, conjugate gradient and FIRE methods, for the latter,
the implementation from the ASE [3] library is used.

string method the adaptive ode step is never activated. This example demon-

strates how the ode12r solver can aid the performance of the string and NEB

methods if a static step is not suitable.

We also explore the effectiveness of ode12r with the dimer method. We

start from a configuration found close to the midpoint between the reactant

state and the saddle point configuration of the system. We summarise our

findings in Table 3.5. Convergence to low accuracies is the same for the two
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Figure 3.11: Convergence of the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for vacancy
migration in a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell modelled by a Morse potential [1].
The MEP was discretised with 5 images.

Vacancy in Cu supercell: walker type method
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol / eV/Å 10−1 10−4 10−1 10−4

Dimer 8 83 8 34

Table 3.5: Force evaluations needed for convergence of the dimer method to the
saddle point of a vacancy migrating in a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell modelled
by a Morse potential.

step selection schemes, but the ode12r achieved a speedup of the order of at

least a factor of 2 on higher accuracies.

3.3.3 Conclusions

We have proposed a new adaptive scheme for step length selection suitable for

saddle point finding methods such as the string and NEB methods and the

dimer method. The proposed technique is motivated by the observation that

saddle point finding methods are expressed as steady state solutions to first

order ODEs. This allowed the use of the adaptive ODE solver ode12 which

uses a first and a second order approximation of a solution to predict a suitable

step length for the next iteration. The ODE solver was constructed following

Hairer et al. [65], and it requires the user to supply an absolute and a relative

tolerance atol and rtol. We found that the latter are in fact easy to choose.
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However, as proved by Stuart [66], the convergence of such an adaptive

ODE solver is only guaranteed in regions away from the equilibria. But in our

case we pursue converging to the equilibrium where the forcing term vanishes.

This is why we modify the step selecting scheme, so that line search is per-

formed at each iteration, which ensures sufficient decrease of the magnitude of

the force term.

The developed scheme could in fact be applied to general optimisation,

giving a robust adaptive step selection scheme for steepest descent.

In our results, we observed that fitting the rtol and atol parameter was

simple, as it was observed that rtol = 0.1 was sufficient in most cases for

convergence but other values rtol = 1 and rtol = 0.01 were occasionally more

appropriate. The value of atol was chosen so that atol/rtol = 1 in all cases

except for the string method of the 2D vacancy, where atol/rtol = 0.01 had to

be used instead. Diagrams showing the convergence of the ode12r scheme for

a range of rtol and atol values were explored, indicating that the method is

very robust in general, with the exception of the string/NEB methods applied

to vacancy migration in Lennard-Jones potential where the method failed to

converge to a high accuracy.

The results of this chapter were published as part of Makri et al. [70].

An open source prototype implementation of our technique is available at

https://github.com/cortner/SaddleSearch.jl.
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Chapter 4

Preconditioning

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we revisit ill-conditioned potentials, which were first discussed

in Chapter 2 and we extend our framework to discuss the implications of

an ill-conditioned potential to the NEB and string methods. We review the

preconditioning method for numerical optimisation which will motivate our

preconditioned string and NEB scheme; an effective scheme which reduces

the computational cost attributed to ill-conditioning. We note here that an

effective preconditioning scheme for the dimer method has already been devel-

oped by Gould et al. [16]. We conclude by revisiting the adaptive step selection

method ode12r of Chapter 3 to further improve the robustness of the proposed

method. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this combination on a range of

materials modelling examples.

Recall from (2.59) that the condition number of a twice differentiable

potential V is given by κ(V ) = maxm |λm|/minm |λm| and that this quantity is

greater than or equal to 1. Recall further that a large condition number, gives

slow convergence for the steepest descent method. To visualise, the spread of

the eigenspectrum of the Hessian ∇∇V is large, thus, in the neighbourhood

of a minimum, the contours of V are skew-elliptical, and hence taking steps in

the steepest descent direction might result in missing the minimum altogether.

This is illustrated best in the 2D diagram of Fig. 4.1a. But we have seen in

Sec. 2.6 that this is not the case for the Newton direction−(∇∇V (x))−1∇V (x)

of expression (2.45).
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Preconditioning is a method from linear algebra, which is motivated

from the above observation. In particular, in steepest descent optimisation,

preconditioning has two related but distinct interpretations [15]:

1. as an approximation of the Hessian; P ≈ ∇∇V , is used in analogy to

Newton’s scheme to precondition the steepest descent direction according

to

−∇V (x) 7→ −P−1∇V (x), (4.1)

2. or as a coordinate transformation in the state space

x 7→ P1/2x, (4.2)

that captures information of the local curvature of the potential land-

scape, mapping hyperellipsoids to balls.

In the second interpretation, one understands the transformation as an at-

tempt to reduce the condition number of V in the transformed space. Fig-

ure 4.1c illustrates the geometric considerations of preconditioning.

(a) steepest descent (b) Newton’s method (c) preconditioned
steepest descent

Figure 4.1: The diagrams show the contours of an ill-conditioned function V .
In diagram (a) the contours near the minimum are skew-elliptical. Taking
steepest descent steps, marked in red in the schematic, results in diverging
from the local minimum. In diagram (b) Newton’s method is used instead.
This is equivalent to locally mapping the elliptic contours to circles, alowing
fast convergence to the minimum. Diagram (c) illustrates how the use of a
preconditioner P ≈ ∇∇V aids convergence to the local minimum.

A suitable preconditioner, P ∈ RM×M , should be cheap to compute,
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as opposed to the construction of the true Hessian matrix ∇∇V and positive

definite everywhere in V so that a descent direction is mapped to a descent

direction. It has been shown for example in [2, 71, 72] how to construct and

invert effective preconditioners for the potential energy landscape of materials

and molecules at a cost comparable to the evaluation of an interatomic po-

tential and much lower than the cost of evaluating a DFT model. When used

correctly, preconditioning leads to a substantial reduction in the number of

force calls and thus, provided that the computational cost of a preconditioner

evaluation is comparable in computation time to a model computation, it is

expected to significantly improve computing times [73, 71].

4.2 Ill-conditioning and MEP finding

Since the NEB and string methods evolve a path along a projected steepest

descent direction, inheriting from the steepest descent method, they inevitably

exhibit slow convergence rates when they are subjected to ill-conditioned en-

ergy landscapes V . In the following, we describe a simple yet effective way

to precondition the standard NEB and string methods to obtain efficient and

robust algorithms for computing MEPs in ill-conditioned geometries. Care

needs to be taken as a preconditioner encapsulating the curvature of the po-

tential will in general be variable in phase-space x. As a direct consequence,

each image along a discretised path of the NEB and string method requires a

different preconditioner matrix. The difficulty arrises when projecting the po-

tential gradient along a tangent and in finding an appropriate norm to describe

distances along the transformed space.

The same preconditioners used in geometry optimisation of interatomic

potentials [71, 2] are expected to be valid for the purposes of preconditioning

each image separately.

4.2.1 Preconditioned String Method

We first present our construction of the preconditioned string method which

has a simpler updating step.

Let us first consider the simple case where P is constant in x. Starting
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from the coordinate transformation

x 7→ P1/2x := x̃, (4.3)

with corresponding

Ṽ (x̃) = V (P−1/2x̃). (4.4)

This allows us to express the updating step of the string method in the trans-

formed space, as

x̃k+1
n = x̃kn − αk∇⊥Ṽ (x̃kn). (4.5)

For convenience we rewrite equation (4.5) as

x̃k+1
n = x̃kn − αk

(
I− t̃kn ⊗ t̃kn

)
∇x̃Ṽ (x̃kn), (4.6)

t̃kn =
(x̃kn)′

‖(x̃kn)′‖
.

It is trivial to deduce that, componentwise,

∂x̃i
∂xj

= P
1/2
ij , and

∂xi
∂x̃j

= P
−1/2
ij . (4.7)

Then, reversing the coordinate transformation we obtain an equivalent formu-

lation in the original coordinates with updating step

xk+1
n = xkn − αk

(
P−1 − tkP,n ⊗ tkP,n

)
∇xV (xkn), (4.8)

tkP,n =
(xkn)′

‖(xkn)′‖P
.

where care needs to be taken to normalise the tangents x′ with respect to the

P-norm, ‖y‖P = (y ·Py)1/2, instead of the usual `2-norm, ‖y‖ = (y · y)1/2.

In this simple case, expressing the reparameterisation step in terms of

coordinates in the configuration space is trivial, as it suffices to replace the

usual `2-norm with the P-norm, due to linearity of the d
ds

operator. The details

of the preconditioned reparameterisation algorithm are omitted for now, as we

will be revisiting the algorithm in Sec. 4.2.2.

The systems of interest, however, are described by preconditioners that

are not constant in the configuration space [71]. This leads to a Riemannian
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metric framework. In particular, expressing the general Eq. (4.6) in the original

coordinates in analogy to Eq. (4.8), now takes the form

xk+1
n = xkn − αkP−

1
2 (xkn)

(
I− t̃kn ⊗ t̃kn

)
∇xV |xkn ·

∂xkn
∂x̃kn

, (4.9)

t̃kn =

∂x̃kn
∂xkn

(xkn)′∥∥∥∂x̃kn∂xkn
(xkn)′

∥∥∥ ,
∂x̃kn
∂xkn

= ∇x(P1/2x)|xkn ,

∂xkn
∂x̃kn

=
(
∇x(P1/2x)|xkn

)−1
,

which involves the evaluation of the full ∇x(P
1
2x)|xkn matrix, which in general

is algebraically complex and computationally expensive1.

We circumvent these issues entirely by dropping these terms. We justify

this simplification on the ground that P changes ‘slowly’ along a path, in the

sense that assuming the neighbouring images of xn are sufficiently far, there

is a small neighbourhood around xn where P is approximately constant.

xn

Nxn

xn−1

xn+1

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the neighbourhood Nxn of xn. P is assumed to be
approximately constant and equal to P(xn) in Nxn . The neighbouring images
xn−1 and xn+1 are sufficiently far from xn.

Preliminary tests showed that this simplification does not lead to any

loss of performance (see Fig. 4.3 later on). Thus, we obtain the preconditioned

string method

xk+1
n = xkn − αk∇⊥VP(xkn), (4.10)

1To evaluate ∇x(P
1
2x)|xk

n
= P

1
2 + ∇xP

1
2 |xk

n
xk
n, we need to compute first P

1
2 and

∇xP
1
2 |xk

n
which is difficult and computationally expensive.
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where we define the quantities

∇⊥VP(xkn) =
(
[Pk

n]−1 − tkP,n ⊗ tkP,n
)
∇xV (xkn), (4.11)

tkP,n =
(xkn)′

‖(xkn)′‖Pkn
, (4.12)

in terms of the Pk
n = P(xkn).

We illustrate the above by including a test carried out on the string

method, in Fig. 4.3, for a vacancy migration confined on a 53-atom W BCC su-

percell, modelled by the EAM4 potential [1] with periodic boundary conditions

(as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1). For preconditioning, the force field preconditioner

(FF) [2] is uded, which is introduced later on in Sec. 4.4.2. The performance

(in terms of force evaluations) of the full and simplified preconditioned schemes

are comparable. The schemes are indeed comparable in performance. We are

using a one-step method, and if the energy was to change dramatically so that

the neglected terms were important, one should have taken a shorter step;

thus the results of Fig. 4.3 show what we expect to see. The important thing

to remember is that we do not require the preconditioning to describe the sys-

tem perfectly, but rather we are interested in the performance it offers. The

proposed simplification offers sufficient convergence without any additional

computational overhead from constructing the preconditioner itself.

4.2.2 Reparameterising in the preconditioned string

We are left to specify how to reparameterise the path. The path reparam-

eterisation described in Eq. 12 in [11] assumes that the `2-metric is used to

measure distance. Recall, in Ch. 2 we saw that in the continuous limit, we

are free to use any parameterisation for the path. In our setting, the premise

is that ‖ · ‖P is a more natural notion of distance than the standard `2-norm

‖ · ‖. We define the following notion of distance along the path:

dP(x,y) :=

(
(x− y) ·

(
P(x) + P(y)

2

)
(x− y)

)1/2

. (4.13)
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of the full analytic expression for the precondi-
tioned string method (labeled in the figure as “true precon”) and the simpli-
fied preconditioned string (labeled as “precon”) proposed in equations (4.10)
and (4.11). The system is a 53-atom W bcc supercell modelled by the EAM4
potential [1]. The method is applied to find the MEP of the migration of the
vacancy. The path was discretised by 5 images and the preconditioner was
constructed from the force field [2].

We note that dP is not a metric in the technical sense, as it does not satisfy

the triangle inequality. However, it is an approximation (discretisation) of the

geodesic distance on the Riemannian manifold induced by the preconditioner

P. From this, it is reasonable to expect that P can be used for the reparam-

eterisation of the path. In practise, we have not encountered any difficulties

related to this issue.

Here, we briefly describe the modifications required when the `2-metric

is replaced with the metric dP:

After accepting an optimisation step k of Eq. (4.10) the following steps

are performed.

1. Compute the relative distances dP(xkn,x
k
n−1) between the images {xkn}n,

for all n = 2, . . . , N .
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2. Define

s1 = 0, (4.14)

sn =

∑n
m=2 dP(xkm,x

k
m−1)∑N

m=2 dP(xkm,x
k
m−1)

, for n = 2, . . . ,M.

3. Use cubic spline interpolation of {sn,xkn}Nn=1 (refer to Sec. 2.7 for more

details) to obtain xk (s) : [0, 1]→ RN .

4. The new images are then given by

xkn = xk
(
n−1
N−1

)
, n = 1, . . . , N. (4.15)

This algorithm does not ensure that images will be equidistributed ac-

cording to dP. However it does ensure that images remain bounded away from

one another, which is the key property required for the string method.

4.2.3 Preconditioned NEB method

An entirely analogous argument yields the preconditioned NEB method,

xk+1
n = xkn + αk[−∇⊥VP(xkn) + (ηneb,P)kn], (4.16)

where

(ηneb,P)kn = κ

(
(xkn)′′ ·Pk

n

(xkn)′

‖(xkn)′‖Pkn

)
(xkn)′

‖(xkn)′‖Pkn
. (4.17)

4.3 Scheme Summary

To summarise, we propose the following preconditioned updating relations,

xk+1
n = xkn + αk

[
−∇⊥VP(xkn) + (ηP)kn

]
, (4.18)

where, in analogy to our earlier notation, (ηP)kn = (ηneb,P)kn from Eq. (4.17)

for NEB and (ηP)kn = 0 for the string method, where additionally the redistri-
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bution described in Sec. 4.2.2 follows this step.

The above class of preconditioning schemes disregards the interactions

between images and therefore, the preconditioner aids the convergence of the

path only in the transverse direction. This is justified when the main source

of ill-conditioning is due to the potential energy landscape, which is the case

when only few images are used as is often done in practise. For example for a

complex model such as DFT using a large number of images is computationally

expensive. Typically a number of images around 10 is used, although often

much fewer images are used.

4.4 Geometry Optimisation Peconditioners

As we have previously mentioned, in our preconditioning scheme we use geom-

etry optimisation preconditioners. Before we proceed to our results, we review

in this section two particular geometry optimisation preconditioners which we

will be using.

4.4.1 Exponential preconditioner

The exponential preconditioner (EXP) introduced in Packwood et al. [71] was

developed to treat general condensed phase atomistic systems, by utilising

bond-connectivity information. The preconditioner PEXP is defined in terms

of the parameters rcut, rnn, A and µ, by

cij = exp

(
− A

( rij
rnn

− 1
))

, (4.19)

(PEXP)ij =

−µcij, if |rij| < rcut

0, if |rij| ≥ rcut

, (4.20)

(PEXP)ii = −
∑
j 6=i

(PEXP)ij, (4.21)

where i and j index the degrees of freedom of the system. The nearest neigh-

bour distance rnn is evaluated as the maximum of the nearest bond lengths.

The value of A is chosen to be sufficiently large so that the contribution from

nearest neighbours dominates, but small enough so that P is not sensitive to
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small changes of the configuration. In [71], A = 3.0 gives good performance.

The cutoff radius rcut needs to be larger than rnn and µ is chosen so that when

used with the LBFGS algorithm (recall from Sec. 2.5.3), a unit step length

can be chosen by default.

4.4.2 Force Field preconditioner

A class of preconditioners, that of the force field preconditioners (FF) is pro-

posed in Mones et al. [2]. Such a preconditioner uses information from molec-

ular mechanical models. Starting from a molecular mechanical potential

VFF =
∑
α

Vα(ξα(x)) (4.22)

which is expressed as the sum of interactions of short-range bonds over internal

coordinates ξα. The Hessian Hα associated with Vα may be then decomposed

as

Hα =
∂2Vα
∂x2

=
∂ξα
∂x
⊗ ∂ξα
∂x

∂2V

∂ξ2
α

+
∂2ξα
∂x2

∂Vα
∂ξα

(4.23)

where the first part is positive definite if Vα is quadratic. The preconditioner

PFF is constructed by summing over all α and for each contribution retaining

only the first term of Hα while simultaneously enforcing positive definiteness,

according to

PFF =
∑
α

∂2Vα
∂x2

=
∂ξα
∂x
⊗ ∂ξα
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣∂2V

∂ξ2
α

∣∣∣∣∣. (4.24)

For crystal structures, an improved preconditioner considering the effects of

intermolecular interactions may be attained by combining the EXP and FF

preconditioners as described in [2, p. 4]. The only contributions of PEXP kept,

are the ones corresponding to zeros of the PFF. Then we can express

PFF+EXP = (1− λ)PFF + λPExp. (4.25)

The parameters rcut, rnn and A of PEXP are chosen as described in [71] as

previously mentioned in Sec. 4.4.1, whereas µ and λ are chosen by fitting PExp

to PFF to ensure correct scaling.

In [2] it is also addressed that it might necessary to regularise the pre-
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conditioner to treat degeneracies of the PFF, according to

Pregural = P + cI, (4.26)

where P is either PFF or PFF+EXP and c = 0.1, 1.0 eV/Å2 are typical values

for c.

4.5 Results

We tested our preconditioning scheme for a variety of examples. First, we

looked at examples using interatomic potentials which are not the main tar-

get, as these are typically fast models and constructing a preconditioner may

not be computationally efficient relative to force evaluations and is therefore

redundant. The preconditioner is meant to aid more difficult systems where

the computational cost of the preconditioner is negligible in comparison to

that of the force call and force preconditioning, such as a DFT model. How-

ever, the interatomic potential examples, demonstrate how the number of force

evaluations can be reduced with the use of the preconditioner, in the situation

where the “ideal” preconditioner closely describing the Hessian matrix can be

used, to enable comparison with the more realistic DFT case which follows

and where the exact preconditioner is not available.

We note that our described implementation updates the preconditioner

after each iteration. In fact, the preconditioner can be efficiently re-used from

one step to the next providing changes in the geometry are small. Further

fine-tuning the preconditioner implementation and application, for example

avoiding to update the preconditioner after each iteration, one would still

obtain significant practical speed-ups for severely ill-conditioned cases even in

the interatomic potentials case.

We then compare with a DFT model to confirm our earlier results. In

the following tables we compare the number of force evaluations per image

needed to converge to “coarse” and “fine” target accuracies (maximum force

less than 10−1 eV/Å and 10−3 eV/Å, respectively) using unpreconditioned and

preconditioned schemes with either static or adaptive ode12r step selection.
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The criterion for convergence is the magnitude of the residual error

Rk+1 = max
n

∥∥Pk
n

{
∇⊥VP(xkn)

}∥∥
∞. (4.27)

4.5.1 Vacancy Migration

First we consider the diffusion of a vacancy in a two dimensional 60-atom

triangular lattice governed by a Lennard-Jones potential, described earlier

in Sec.2.3.1, with parameters ε = 1.0, σ = 2−
1
6 . The vacancy is located at

the centre of the cell initially and migrates in the y direction by one lattice

spacing. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x and y directions.

Figure 4.4 shows the convergence of the string and NEB methods, as

a function of force calls per image. Table 4.1 summarises the number of

force calls per image required for convergence to a low and higher accura-

cies. The EXP preconditioner described in Sec 4.4.1 with parameters A = 3.0

and rcut = 2.5, to treat the ill-conditioning of the system allowed convergence

beyond the 10−3 tolerance, which the unpreconditioned case could not achieve

within a reasonable number of iterations. This strengthens the claim we made

in Sec 3.3.2 regarding the ill-conditioning of this system. For the results of

Table 4.1 and Fig 4.4 for the unpreconditioned case and the ode12r time step-

ping for the string method we chose to use rtol = 0.01 and atol/rtol = 0.01,

which offered a good convergence rate up to an accuracy of ∼ 3 × 10−2. The

absolute differences ‖x1−x2‖∞ of the positions of any two converged paths at

the images x1 and x2 nearest to the saddles, with and without preconditioning

were of the order of 8× 10−3.

We study the number of evaluations until convergence for varying pairs

(atol, rtol) of the ode12r time stepping for the string method and we plot the

results in Fig. 4.5. The white coloured tiles identify the values of atol and rtol

for which the method did not converge within a reasonable time. The target

tolerance for the upreconditioned case was set to an accuracy of 8 × 10−2,

whereas for the preconditioned case a tolerance of 10−3 was pursued. The

unpreconditioned method fails in general to converge within a reasonable time

unless both atol and rtol are small and atol . 10−2rtol. Further, as mentioned

earlier for the results of Table 4.1, converging to an accuracy of 10−3, proved

to be impossible. This is due to severe ill-conditioning. The right hand panel
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Figure 4.4: Convergence rate for the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for
a vacancy migration in a 60-atom 2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones
potential. The path consisted of 9 images and the static and ode12r step length
selection schemes were used.

of Fig. 4.5 for the preconditioned results strengthens this claim as it is clear

that the preconditioner gives fast convergence and the method is robust with

respect to the choices of atol and rtol.

Next, we considered a three dimensional system containing a vacancy,

specifically a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell in a fixed cell with periodic boundary

conditions. Interactions were modelled with a Morse potential with param-

eters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0 and nearest neighbour distance r0 = 2.55 Å (refer

to Sec. 2.3.1). The EXP preconditioner was used with parameters A = 3.0,

rcut = 2.2 and r0 = 5.62 Å. Table 4.2 shows the number of force evaluations

per image needed for convergence to two preset tolerance limits. This example

demonstrates how the ode12r solver can aid the performance of the string and

NEB methods if a static step is not suitable. Preconditioning gave almost a 2-

fold speedup for the higher accuracy results, but no improvement for the lower

accuracy. The absolute differences of the positions of the converged paths at

the saddle, as done before, were well below 3× 10−14Å.

A 53-atom W BCC supercell modelled with the EAM4 potential de-

scribed in Sec. 2.3.1 was examined as well. Periodic boundary conditions were

imposed. Preconditioning was performed with the use of the FF precondi-

tioner (Sec. 4.4.2). This yields up to 6 times faster convergence for higher

accuracies as shown in Table 4.3. The absolute differences of the positions of
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Lennard - Jones 2D Vacancy
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 197 ∗ 52 ∗
String (p) 16 38 12 33
NEB 200 ∗ 53 ∗
NEB (p) 19 60 14 67

Table 4.1: Number of force evaluations per image required by the string and
NEB methods to converge the vacancy migration MEP in a 9 image path of
a 60-atom 2D cell modelled with a Lennard-Jones potential, with either the
static or ode12r step length selection methods. In the cases marked *, the
algorithm did not converge within a reasonable number of iterations.

Vacancy in Cu supercell
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol / eV/Å 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 8 74 8 41
String (p) 7 38 8 21
NEB 8 57 8 27
NEB (p) 7 37 8 19

Table 4.2: Force evaluations per image needed for the string and NEB methods
for the migration of a vacancy in a 107-atom Cu fcc supercell modelled by a
Morse potential. The MEP was discretised with 5 images.

the converged paths at the saddle, were well below 5× 10−9Å.

We studied the same 53-atom W vacancy system with DFT, as imple-

mented in the CASTEP [44] software. The exchange correlation functional was

approximated by PBE GGA [42], with a planewave energy cut-off of 500 eV

and a 2× 2× 2 Monkhorst-Pack grid to sample the Brillouin zone (Sec. 2.3.1).

Step selection with ode12r step and static step selection schemes were studied.

A regularised FF preconditioner based on the EAM4 Hessian was used, with

parameters c = 0.05 and λ = 0.4 (refer to Sec. 4.4.2).

The path is made up of 5 images and traversing the path in subsequent

iterations of the NEB and string methods was performed in an alternating

order, allowing efficient reuse of previous electronic structure data to start the

next optimisation step.

Unlike the EAM case above, the preconditioner we used for the DFT
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Figure 4.5: Convergence rate for the string method for a vacancy migration
in a 60-atom 2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential. The path
consisted of 9 images and the static and ode12r step length selection schemes
were used. A map is constructed studying pairs of atol and rtol. White regions
indicate cases where the string method did not converge within reasonable
time.

model does not describe the potential energy surface of the DFT model ex-

actly, but nevertheless gives a speed-up of a factor of 2 for an accuracy of

∼ 10−2 eV/Å and furthermore allows accuracies of the order of ∼ 10−3 eV/Å

to be achieved, in contrast to the unpreconditioned case, as shown in Figs. 4.6

and 4.7. The results of Table 4.3 suggest that constructing a better precondi-

tioner would improve these results further. Notice further that the number of

force evaluations needed for convergence and the time needed for convergence

are in agreement (by comparison of the upper and lower panes of Figs. 4.6

and 4.7), confirming that the computational cost of constructing the precon-

ditioner model is negligible compared to the cost of computing DFT forces,

justifying our earlier assumptions. We note that the gain of preconditioning

would be expected to further increase with system size [71]. The maximum

absolute differences of the positions of the converged paths at the saddle were

of the order of 1× 10−4Å.

4.5.2 Screw Dislocation

In the final example we study a 1
2
〈111〉 screw dislocation in a 562-atom

W bcc structure confined in a cylinder of radius equal to 20 Å and surrounded
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Vacancy in W supercell
Step selection static ode12r solver
Tol / eV/Å 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 7 77 7 49
String (p) 5 12 5 9
NEB 8 58 7 35
NEB (p) 5 10 8 17

Table 4.3: Force evaluations per image needed for the string and NEB methods
to converge the MEP for vacancy migration in a 53-atom W bcc supercell
modelled by the EAM4 potential [1]. The path was discretised by 5 images
and the preconditioner was constructed from the force field [2].

by an 11 Å cylindrical shell of clamped atoms, with periodic boundary con-

ditions along the dislocation line (z) direction (see Sec. 2.3.2). The system is

simulated with the same EAM4 potential. The dislocation advances by one

glide step. Table 4.4 shows the computational costs for converging the MEP

with the NEB and string methods, using either static or ode12r step length

selection. A force field preconditioner built from the EAM4 potential was used

for geometry optimisation.

Screw Dislocation
step selection static ode12r solver
Tol / eV/Å 10−1 10−3 10−1 10−3

String 40 272 14 124
String (p) 7 48 9 21
NEB 40 312 14 162
NEB (p) 7 47 7 21

Table 4.4: Computational cost for the NEB and string methods for a screw
dislocation in a 562-atom W bcc cylinder simulated with the EAM4 Marinica
potential [1]. The circular boundary is fixed at a radius of R = 20Å. Periodic
boundary conditions were imposed in the z direction. The path was discretised
by 9 points.

Upon preconditioning, we observed a 5-fold speed up for the static case

for low accuracies but only a 2-fold speedup for the ode12r case. For a higher

accuracy, a speedup of a factor of 6 was observed and there was a speedup

of a factor of at least 2 from using the ode12r step selection over the static

step selection for both the unpreconditioned and preconditioned cases. This
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Figure 4.6: Convergence of the string and NEB methods with adaptive ode12r
step selection, with and without preconditioner for a 53-atom bcc W supercell
containing a vacancy and modelled with DFT. The upper panel (a) shows
the error as a function of the number of force evaluations per image and the
lower (b) as a function of the time required to converge. Time stepping with
ode12r was used with a path of 5 images. Comparison shows that constructing
and evaluating the preconditioner is negligible compared to the cost of force
computation.

indicates that the fitted static step is only suitable in the pre-asymptotic regime

and a larger step size is suitable in the asymptotic regime, showcasing the

advantages of using the adaptive ode12r scheme over the hand-tuned static

step. The absolute differences of the positions of the converged paths at the

saddle were below 2× 10−3Å.

We investigated this system further, focussing on the NEB implemen-

tation to allow comparison with the widely used LBFGS [54] (see Sec. 2.5.3)

optimisation algorithm, which can be used with the NEB implementation [14]

in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) [3]. This required fixing the

endpoints of the path at the minima as is done in the ASE code. The compar-
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Figure 4.7: Convergence of the static string and NEB methods with and with-
out preconditioner for a 53-atom W bcc supercell containing a vacancy and
modelled with DFT. The upper panel (a) shows the error as a function of the
number of force evaluations per image and the lower panel (b) shows the error
as a function of the time required to converge. The static time step was chosen
by extrapolating the ode12r data. The path was discretised by 5 images.

ison was carried out on systems of two sizes. An FF preconditioner was used

as before for the preconditioned cases. Figure 4.8 shows the convergence rate

of the various NEB schemes for a radius of 20 Å in the upper panel (a) and

for a radius of 40 Å in the lower panel (b). Note that although LBFGS gave

good convergence in the unpreconditioned case, it lacks robustness. This is

because the force field of the NEB algorithm is not conservative, violating one

of LBFGS’s assumptions. LBFGS constructs a Hessian matrix corresponding

to a scalar field (see Sec. 2.5.3), failing to capture the effects of the transport

terms of the NEB force field. Moreover, the lack of the energy function pre-

vents the use of line search, required to ensure the method’s stability; in the

ASE LBFGS implementation a heuristic is instead used to impose a maxi-

mum step length of 0.04 Å. Furthermore, it should be noted that because our
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preconditioning scheme does not treat the longitudinal force components, it

is inappropriate for us to use it together with the LBFGS method for MEP

finding methods.
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(b) R = 40 Å static,  = 0.02,  = 0.1
static(p),  = 4.0,  = 0.0001
ode12r,  = 0.1
ode12r(p),  = 0.0001
LBFGS (ASE code),  = 0.1

Figure 4.8: Convergence of NEB variants for a screw dislocation in a 562-atom
W bcc cylindrical structure (a) and a 1489-atom W bcc cylindrical structure
(b) modelled with the EAM4 Marinica potential [1]. Atoms outside outer radii
of R = 20Å and R = 40Å respectively were clamped, with periodic boundary
conditions along the dislocation line. The path was discretised with 7 images
(excluding the minima at each end, which were held fixed). The horizontal
axis of the plots was cut after 160 force evaluations per image to focus on the
performance of the preconditioned schemes. The static unpreconditioned NEB
method converged after 312 force evaluations per image for the R = 20Å case
and after 343 force evaluations per image for the R = 40Å case.

4.5.3 Hybrid models

We now discuss hybrid models. Consider for example the following: On

the atomistic scale, accurate analysis of bond breaking and bond formations,

charge transfer and electron excitation requires a quantum mechanical treat-

ment. However, the computations involved are expensive dictating restriction

on the size of the system to a few hundred atoms [74]. For systems where

long range interactions define their behaviour, and small regions in atomistic
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regime can be affected over long distances from the behaviour of large collec-

tions of atoms or the converse, typical quantum mechanical (QM) approaches

will miss important events whereas molecular simulations will give poor ac-

curacy. A technique that may be adopted to treat such strongly multiscale

systems and achieve accuracy comparable to an atomistic model, whilst bene-

fiting from the computational efficiency of a molecular model (MM) is a hybrid

model, see for example [74, 75, 76]. Long range interactions would be treated

by molecular simulations whereas the details of the atomistic interactions in

a region of interest are captured by the quantum mechanical treatment. Care

needs to be taken however, so that the system’s behaviour on a macroscopic

scale is equivalent to a fully quantum mechanical model within a reasonable

tolerance limit.

In choosing which regions of the system need a QM treatment and

which regions should be modelled by MM, intuition suggests that localised

topological defects require a QM approach, to capture the details of bond

rearrangements owed to the strongly concentrated stress field. These, are

atoms that ‘trigger’ a QM treatment, the active atoms. Neighbouring atoms

should also be modelled accordingly. The aim is to obtain equivalent forces on

each molecular cell as the total force obtained by the QM treatment Fi ≈ Fi
QM

for each atom i. In modelling the transition from the QM model to the MM

one, in general two approaches are used: (i) coupling by total energy function

considerations and (ii) QM and MM force coupling. The former approach uses

a linear combination of the energies of both models, in such a way that the

energy over the system is conserved. This approach suffers from the effect of

ghost forces at the transition interface. In the latter case, we can no longer

assume that the resulting forces correspond to a gradient of a potential with

a closed form expression. To achieve momentum conservation in this case,

the QM forces need to be shifted by a constant [74, 76]. Force coupling has

the advantage of reducing boundary effects, particularly for covalent/metallic

systems. For this reason, we are adopting the latter approach.

By construction, the string and NEB method are both expressed in

terms of force calls alone - thus we are allowed to use models described by forces

that do not correspond to a gradient of any potential, such as the QM/MM

model described above. Our implementation of the preconditioned string and
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NEB offers this feature as well.

To demonstrate that the proposed preconditioned schemes may be used

in a hybrid model, we consider a 1
2
〈111〉 screw dislocation in a 1489-atom W

BCC structure confined in a cylinder of radius equal to 40 Å and surrounded by

an 11 Å cylindrical shell of clamped atoms, with periodic boundary conditions

along the dislocation line (z) direction (see Sec. 2.3.2). We use a coupled

EAM2-EAM4 model [48], where EAM2 and EAM4 refer to the Marinica EAM

potentials [1]. In particular, a cylinder of radius equal to 18 Å (containing the

core of the screw dislocation) is treated with the EAM2 potential, surrounded

by a cylindrical shell of radius 12 Å acting as a buffer region, where the EAM2-

EAM4 force matching takes place, and the remaining outer shell of the system

is treated with the EAM4 potential. Preconditioning was performed with an

FF preconditioner based on the EAM4 Hessian (Sec. 4.4.2).

We use the string and NEB methods with a 9-image path and fixed

ends. We plot the convergence results in Fig. 4.9a and 4.9b. We observed

a 6-fold speedup from the use of the preconditioner. Figures 4.9c and 4.9d

show the energy profiles of the converged paths for the string and NEB meth-

ods respectively demonstrating that the paths found with the preconditioned

methods agree with the paths found from the unpreconditioned methods. Fol-

lowing this set-up one may use straightforwardly a QM treatment in place of

the EAM2 model used here.
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(b) NEB: W screw dislocation
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Figure 4.9: Convergence of the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for a screw
dislocation in a 1489-atom W bcc structure confined in a cylinder of radius
equal to R = 40Å and periodic boundary conditions along the dislocation line.
Atoms outside outer radius of R were clamped. The system is modelled with
a coupled EAM2-EAM4 potentials. (c) and (d) show the energy profiles of the
MEPs found by the string and NEB methods respectively.

4.6 Conclusions

In this section, we explored the convergence of MEP finding methods in ill-

conditioned potentials. We have demonstrated that in the presence of ill-

conditioning, techniques such as the NEB and the string method can exhibit

slow convergence rates and we proposed a preconditioning scheme to treat
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these cases, to allow faster convergence to the minimum energy path.

The proposed scheme treats each image along the path independently,

using preconditioners from geometry optimisation and thus only addressing

ill-conditioning of the energy landscape in directions transverse to the path.

Further, we combined the preconditioning scheme with the adaptive time-

stepping scheme ode12r of Ch. 3 to improve the robustness of the scheme.

We observed that our new scheme gives a significant speedup and im-

proved robustness over currently used approaches for a range of systems using

both force fields and DFT. Speedups of factors as high as 6 were observed for

preconditioners which closely describe the curvature of the potentials More-

over, it allows higher accuracies to be reached than existing methods.

However, our preconditioning scheme targets transverse ill-conditioning

only. The longitudinal terms, (e.g. the NEB spring interactions) are unaf-

fected by the preconditioner, suggesting that our scheme provides a baseline

for further improvements.

Results from this chapter were published in [70]. An open source pro-

totype implementation of our technique is available at https://github.com/

cortner/SaddleSearch.jl.
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Chapter 5

Momentum Descent

5.1 Introduction

In Sec. 2.5.6 we briefly introduced momentum descent methods, also known

as accelerated gradient descent. This is a family of 2-step methods, which,

similarly to steepest descent, may be used to tackle problems of minimising a

differentiable functional, say V (x), as long as the problem may be reduced to

solving ∇V (x) = 0 with respect to x [57]. In fact, the method is more general,

it may be used to solve F(x) = 0 provided that the solution x∗ is a stable

equilibrium of the dynamical system ẋ = F(x) and that F is reasonably well-

behaved. Usually one assumes that F is differentiable and that the solution

to F(x) = 0 exists.

A 2-step method is one where the iterative scheme will use the current

and the previous approximations, xk and xk−1, in order to make a new pre-

diction xk+1. The idea is to incorporate some form of momentum into the

steepest descent method, in order to accelerate convergence. As mentioned in

Sec. 2.5.6, the first example of a momentum descent method in literature is

Polyak’s heavy ball method [57] which incorporates the momentum term

β(xk − xk−1), (5.1)

into Eq. (2.56) which we restate below

xk+1 = xk − αF(xk) + β(xk −xk−1), (2.56)
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In the above expression, α is the step size and β is a dimensionless parameter

measuring momentum taken in the interval (0, 1). As the name implies, the

scheme is to be thought of as simulating the behaviour of a heavy ball rolling

down a ‘hill’ defined by the potential landscape of V . The ‘heaviness’ is owed

to the added inertia coming from the momentum term.

Of particular interest to us is the local convergence rate of this method

in terms of the condition number κ of the Jacobian ∇F. Suppose that F is

conservative, F = ∇V , with associated V the quadratic form

V (x) =
1

2
x ·Qx− d · x, (5.2)

where Q ∈ RM×M is symmetric and positive definite, and d ∈ RM , then in

this case Polyak [57] proves that if α and β are chosen optimally,

‖xk − x∗‖Q ≤
(√

κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)k(
‖x0 − x∗‖2

Q + ‖x1 − x∗‖2
Q

)1/2
. (5.3)

which is to be compared to the analogous relation for the gradient descent

method given by (2.63) and which we restate here for completeness,

‖xk − x∗‖Q ≤
(
κ− 1

κ+ 1

)k
‖x0 − x∗‖Q, (2.63)

but more importantly to be compared to the convergence rate of the conjugate

gradient method (2.69) which we re-state below

‖xk − x∗‖Q ≤ 2

(√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)k
‖x0 − x∗‖Q. (2.69)

We emphasise that these convergence results are only valid in an optimal

scenario where V has the form (5.2). More on optimality will follow later on

in this chapter. Another important scheme is that of Nesterov’s accelerated

gradient descent [58], which was also introduced in Sec. 2.5.6 and is described
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by Eq. (2.57) which we restate below

xk+1 = vk − α∇V (vk), (2.57)

vk+1 = xk+1 +
k − 1

k + 2
(xk+1 − xk).

and has β = (k − 1)/(k + 2) monotonically increasing as the iterations progress.

The idea of momentum acceleration was revisited recently. For exam-

ple Su et al. [77], proved that Nesterov’s accelerated gradient descent is a

discretisation of a second order ODE. Wibisono et al. [78] went beyond this

observation, to show that all accelerated descent methods of form (2.57), are

discretisations of equations of motion arising from a generalised Lagrangian

action. In particular, for elliptic problems, the resulting equation of motion

represents a damped, nonlinear, wave equation, whereas, a gradient descent

equation is a discretisation of a nonlinear diffusion equation. This provided

the framework to analyse momentum descent in the PDE-setting as in Calder

et al. [79] and Benyamin et al. [80]

The results of Calder et al. [79] are of particular interest to us. They

proved that the equation of motion,

ẍ+ bẋ+Lx = 0, (5.4)

converges to the steady state solution x∗ of ∇V (x∗) = 0 exponentially fast,

where L is a linear, self-adjoint1 and positive definite second order partial

differential operator. On the basis of the above result, Benyamin et al. [80]

provided the framework to extend these results to specific cases of non-linear

L. We present here a summary of the results of Calder et al. [79], but we

adopt a different notation which is more appropriate in our setting. Consider

the linear map,

F : RM → RM

x 7→ Lx,
(5.5)

1An operator L is self-adjoint if ∀x,y, the following is true Lx · y = x ·Ly
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so that equation (5.4) may be re-written as,

ẍ+ bẋ+ F(x) = 0. (5.6)

We call b > 0 the momentum coefficient, which is not to be confused with the

earlier momentum parameter of Polyak’s heavy ball scheme.

The Fourier series of the solution x∗(τ) of Eq. (5.6),

x∗(τ) =
M∑
m=1

xm(τ)vm, (5.7)

is expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions {vm}Mm=1 of the Jacobian matrix

L = ∇F(x) of F with eigenvalues {λm : 0 < λi < λi+1 ∀i = 1, . . . ,∞}Mm=1 [79].

Substituting the Fourier expansion in Eq. (5.6), we find the general solution

for the coefficients xm(τ) to be

xm(τ) = Aer
+
mτ +Ber

−
mτ , (5.8)

where

r±m = − b
2
± 1

2

√
b2 − 4λm. (5.9)

To ensure that the Fourier coefficients decay, and that the method will converge

as τ → ∞, it is necessary that the real part of both r±m is negative which is

achieved if

b2 − 4λm ≤ 0, b > 0. (5.10)

Then, the Fourier coefficients decay at a rate exp(−bτ/2) which is optimal

when

b = 2
√
λ1, (5.11)

in the sense that the exp (r±mτ) will decay the fastest. Therefore, the conver-

gence rate of x(τ) to the true solution x∗ as τ →∞ is given by

|x(τ)− x∗| ≤ C exp(−2
√
λ1τ), (5.12)

for some constant C > 0 determined by the initial condition x(0) = x0. This

concludes the short review of the results from Calder et al. [79].
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We want to incorporate the momentum descent scheme into geometry

optimisation and saddle search methods. It is important to note that in the

proof of [79], it was assumed that all eigenvalues of∇F(x) are real and positive,

a condition that is only valid near an equilibrium. In the case of saddle point

search methods, this condition is less strict. Due to the transport terms, which

we will see later on in Sec. 5.5, near the equilibrium one can only guarantee

that the real part of the eigenvalues are positive.

In this chapter we investigate the stability of the method for the case

where the Jacobian of F has complex eigenvalues with positive real part and we

find the optimal damping coefficient b in this case. We proceed by proposing

three discretisation schemes and we investigate each of them in conjunction

with the string, NEB and dimer methods. We conclude by demonstrating how

momentum descent with carefully chosen values for the damping coefficient

and time step parameters improves convergence in a static setting (the time

step is not adaptively chosen).

Note that the finding of this chapter go beyond the work of Probert [81]

which focuses only on optimisation, and where preconditioning is realised as

a rescaling of the forcing term acting on the decoupled eigenmodes.

5.2 Stability and optimal momentum coeffi-

cient

Using (5.7) to decouple equation (5.6), leads to one-dimensional problems of

the form {
ẍ+ bẋ+ λx = 0

x = x0 and ẋ = ẋ0 at τ = 0,
(5.13)

where we dropped the subscripts m for simplification of notation.

We now study in detail the convergence of (5.13) to equilibrium and the

optimisation of the damping parameter b, in the case when λ is complex. Let

us suppose that we are in the regime where Re(λ) > 0, i.e x(t) is an attracting

trajectory and that Im(λ) 6= 0. Recall that the trajectory x(t) in Eq.(5.13)

converges to equilibrium if and only if the real part of both r± defined in (5.9)

are negative.
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For a fixed λ we consider r± as a function of b and define

g±(b) :=− 2Re(r±(b))

=b∓

√√
(b2 − 4Re(λ))2 + 16Im(λ)2 + b2 − 4Re(λ)

2
. (5.14)

Notice that√
(b2 − 4Re(λ))2 + 16Im(λ)2+b2−4Re(λ) ≥ |b2−4Re(λ)|+b2−4Re(λ) (5.15)

with equality if and only if Im(λ) ≡ 0 and b < 2Re(λ). But we are only

considering the cases where Im(λ) 6= 0 for the time being, thus,√
(b2 − 4Re(λ))2 + 16Im(λ)2 + b2 − 4Re(λ) > 0, (5.16)

and it follows that g± have no points of discontinuity for b > 0.

We are left with identifying the values of b > 0, for which g±(b) > 0 in

order for exp (r±τ) to decay exponentially. It is trivial to see that g−(b) > 0

is true for all b > 0. Further, from b > 0 and equation (5.16), it follows that

g−(b) > g+(b), (5.17)

and therefore exp (r−τ) always decays faster than exp (r+τ).

Some elementary algebraic manipulations show that equating g+(b) = 0

and requiring that b > 0 yields that g+ has a single point of intersection with

the positive b-axis which is at

bintersect =
|Im(λ)|√

Re(λ)
. (5.18)

It would have been sufficient to determine the asymptotic behaviour of g+ in

the neighbourhood of bintersect to decipher which values of b we need, however,

it is more meaningful for us to understand the behaviour of g+ ∀b, λ. In fact

we will check that g+ has a very simple shape, with a single maximum point

which will give an analytic expression for the optimal b value.

For this reason we explore in Appendix A, the asymptotic behaviour of
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g+ as it approaches zero and infinity. From (A.2) in Appendix A, as b→ 0+,

the asymptotic behaviour of g+ is

g+(b) = −2
√

2
(
|λ| − Re(λ)

) 1
2 + b+O(b2). (5.19)

Therefore, g+ behaves linearly, with a positive slope of 1, cutting the vertical

axis below zero. Notice that indeed |λ| − Re(λ) > 0, ∀λ ∈ C which follows

trivially from Pythagoras’ theorem confirming the expression is always real.

Continuity of g+ implies that

b >
|Im(λ)|√

Re(λ)
⇒ g+(b) > 0. (5.20)

On the other hand, we see from (A.3) in Appendix A, that as b → ∞, g+

behaves like

g+(b) = 2Re(λ)b−1 +O(b−3). (5.21)

Results (5.18), (5.19) and (5.21), together with the fact that g+ is continuous,

indicate the existence of a global maximum of g+.

At this maximum, exp (r+τ) decays most rapidly. Recall from (5.17)

that exp (r−τ) always decays faster than exp (r+τ). Thus, at the global max-

imum of g+(b), we achieve optimal convergence.

In Appendix A in Sec. A.3, we show that the fixed points of g+ satisfy

b2 − 4Re(λ) = β (5.22)

where β is the root of the cubic polynomial,

q(β) = 4αβ3 − 3γ2β2 + 6αγ2β + (α2γ2 − 4γ4) = 0, (5.23)

where we assigned the constants α := 4Re(λ) > 0 and γ := 4Im(λ) 6= 0. In

Sec. A.3 of Appendix A we also study the discriminant of q and we find that

the discriminant satisfies

∆ = −432γ10 − 1296α2γ8 − 1296α4γ6 − 432α6γ4 < 0, ∀γ 6= 0 (5.24)
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and thus the equation has a single real root, βopt, which may be derived al-

gebraically for example from Cardano’s formula [82]. The other two roots are

complex. Therefore, there is a single fixed point for g+(b) in (0,∞) given by

bopt =
√
βopt + 4Re(λ). (5.25)

Fig. 5.1 shows the general shape of g+(b) with the asymptotic behaviour near

b → 0+ and b → ∞ indicated in green and the maximum point marked with

orange.

g + (b)

b + (1)

2Re( )b 1
|Im( )|

Re( )

Figure 5.1: From the asymptotic behaviour of g+ as b→ 0+ and as b→∞ we
sketch g+. There is a maximum point, marked in orange. For this choice of b,
x decays faster to the solution x∗.

We conclude this section by looking at the limit Im(λ)→ 0. From the

general solution of a cubic polynomial [82] and (5.22), we can deduce that as

Im(λ) → 0, βopt = O[Im(λ)2/3] and bopt reduces to the result from [79], that

bopt = 2
√

Re(λ), as expected.

5.2.1 Summary

To summarise, we have shown that for the decoupled continuous momentum

descent method, described by equation (5.13), along a direction corresponding
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to an eigenvalue with positive real part, there is a unique choice for b > 0,

offering optimal convergence speed. This value is given implicitly from relation

(5.25) and the solutions of the cubic polynomial (5.23), which can be computed

analytically from Cardano’s formula [82] in ∼ O(1) operations.

5.3 Numerical description of the momentum

descent method

In this study, I will use three discretisation schemes of (5.4) resulting from

utilising the forwards, backwards and central differences of ẋ. We discretise the

pseudo-temporal coordinate t of x by points separated at intervals ∆τ := h and

we let x(n) approximate the value of x at the nth discrete point x(n) ≈ x(τ =

nh). In the present section we derive each discrete scheme explicitly and we

analyse the stability of each of the schemes with respect to the eigen-spectrum

λ and the time step h.

5.3.1 Discretising the momentum descent equation

We first look at the three aforementioned discretisations of the momentum

descent method as they result from approximating the differential operators

of (5.13) with finite differences.

Forward Difference Momentum Descent

Starting from equation (5.13) we approximate ẍ(n) and ẋ(n) with a finite differ-

ence approximation using values of x evaluated at instances forwards in time.

In particular, we obtain

xtt + bxt + λx = 0

x(n+2) − 2x(n+1) + x(n)

h
+ b

x(n+1) − x(n)

h
+ λx(n+1) = 0

⇒ x(n+2) + x(n+1)(hb− 2 + λh2) + (1− hb)x(n) = 0

⇒ x(n) = (2− hb− λh2)x(n−1) − (1− hb)x(n−2), (5.26)
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giving a discretised scheme for updating x(n) which we refer to as the forward

difference momentum descent.

Backward Differences

Now we use backward differences for the differential operators to find the

following relation

xtt + bxt + λx = 0

x(n) − 2x(n−1) + x(n−2)

h
+ b

x(n) − x(n−1)

h
+ λx(n−1) = 0

⇒ x(n)(1 + hb) + x(n−1)(−2− hb+ λh2) + x(n−2) = 0

⇒ x(n) =
2 + hb− λh2

1 + hb
x(n−1) − 1

1 + hb
x(n−2). (5.27)

In similar fashion to earlier on, we refer to this scheme as the backward differ-

ence momentum descent.

Central Differences

Finally, we consider central differences to approximate the differential opera-

tors to get

xtt + bxt + λx = 0

x(n+1) − 2x(n) + x(n−1)

h
+ b

x(n+1) − x(n−1)

2h
+ λx(n) = 0

⇒ x(n+1)(2 + hb) + x(n)(−4 + 2λh2) + (2− hb)x(n−1) = 0

⇒ x(n) =
2(2− λh2)

2 + hb
x(n−1) − 2− hb

2 + hb
x(n−2), (5.28)

and we refer to this scheme as the central difference momentum descent.

5.3.2 Stability regions

We call a scheme stable if in the limit n → ∞ the approximate solution x(n)

of respectively, expressions (5.26), (5.27) and (5.28), converges to zero. Fixing

the choice of b, the series of estimates x(n) depend on the value of λ and the h
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of choice. We will study the set of values λh2 for which limn→∞ x
(n)(λ, h) = 0

and we denote this region by D, that is

D =
{
λh2 : λh2 ∈ C and lim

n→∞
x(n)(λ, h) = 0 ∈ R

}
. (5.29)

To get a sense of what values λh2 will yield a stable method, we first

consider a trivial generalisation of Calder and Yezzi’s [79] result, b = 2
√

Re(λ),

which ensures that b is real and we then proceed to the case where b is chosen

optimally according to (5.25), b = bopt, as suggested by the results of Sec. 5.2.

We refer to the former as Calder’s choice and the latter as the improved choice.

The reason why (5.29) is a meaningful definition will become apparent

if we consider the following. Provided that Re(λ) > 0, there is a bijection

λh2 ↔ hb, (5.30)

in that hb is uniquely determined from λh2 if b is equal to either Calder’s

choice, or the improved choice. For Calder’s choice, the bijection may be seen

from hb = 2
√

Re(λh2) whereas for the improved choice, the bijection follows

from hg±(b;λ) = g±(hb;λh2). Thus, the definition of the stability region of

each scheme as a region of the λh2-complex plane is well defined.

All three schemes of Sec. 5.3.1 are of the general form

Ax(n) +Bx(n−1) + Cx(n−2) = 0. (5.31)

There is a general solution to (5.31) of the form x(n) = ωn and the two possible

solutions for ω may be derived from the quadratic formula. Further, the x(n)

converges to zero as n → ∞ if and only if, |ω| < 1. This will give us the

stability condition for each of the three schemes. In particular, solving for ω

with the respective coefficients of x(n), x(n−1) and x(n−2) from (5.26), (5.27),

(5.28) will give the following three stability regions:

For the forward difference momentum descent scheme, the stability re-

gion is given by

DFD = {λh2 : |2− hb− λh2 ±
√

(hb)2 + (λh2)2 − 4λh2 + (λh2)(hb)| < 2}.
(5.32)
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In the case of the backward difference momentum descent scheme, the stability

region is

DBD =

{
λh2 :

∣∣∣∣2 + hb− λh2 ±
√

(2 + hb− λh2)2 − 4(1 + hb)

1 + hb

∣∣∣∣ < 2

}
. (5.33)

And finally, for the central difference momentum descent scheme, it is

DCD =

{
λh2 :

∣∣∣∣2− λh2 ±
√

(2− λh2)2 − 4(1− (hb)2)

2 + hb

∣∣∣∣ < 1

}
. (5.34)

First we consider Calder’s choice for b. Figure 5.2 shows the three

stability regions DFDCalder
,DBDCalder

,DCDCalder
resulting from this choice. The

regions were produced by computing the stability conditions numerically across

values of the complex λh2-space. It is evident that the backward difference

momentum descent method covers a larger spectrum, but for small Re(λ), no

scheme allows non-zero imaginary part, but the central difference momentum

descent may be more preferable in that case as it accepts a reasonable range of

values along the real axis, but it also accepts values of λh2 with smaller ratio

Re(λh2)/|Im(λh2)|.

0 5 10 15 20
Re( h2)

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

Im
(

h2 )

backward diff central diff forward diff

Figure 5.2: Stability regions D for the forward difference, backward difference
and central difference momentum descent schemes when Calder’s choice for b
is used.
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Next, we study the stability regions of the forwards, backwards and

central differences schemes described in (5.32), (5.33) and (5.34), when the

improved choice for b is used as in (5.25). Figure 5.3 shows an overlap of

the three stability regions DFDimproved
,DBDimproved

,DCDimproved
resulting from the

improved choice for b. We observe that similarly to the stability regions of

Fig. 5.2 corresponding to Calder’s choice, the backward difference momentum

descent scheme covers a greater region of the real axis Re(λh2). However we

see a significant improvement when Re(λ) is small. In fact, there is an obvious

choice, the central difference momentum descent scheme, which allows very

large Im(λ) to be treated. The forward difference momentum descent scheme

is mostly unstable.

0 5 10 15 20
Re( h2)

10.0

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

Im
(

h2 )

backward diff central diff forward diff

Figure 5.3: The stability regions in the complex plane for the forward differ-
ence, backward difference and central difference momentum descent schemes
for the improved choice for b.

It is also interesting to inspect for each discretisation scheme the overlap

of the stability regions resulting from the two choices of b. These comparisons

are shown in Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: Stability regions of the forward difference momentum descent
scheme for the Calder and improved choices of b, labeled b =

√
Re(λ) and

bopt respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Stability regions for the backward difference momentum descent
scheme for the Calder and improved choices of b, labeled b =

√
Re(λ) and bopt

respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Stability regions for the central difference momentum descent
scheme for the Calder and improved choices of b, labeled b =

√
Re(λ) and

bopt respectively.

It is apparent that, apart from the case of forward difference momentum

descent, the improved choice bopt in general improves the regions of stabilities.

In fact for the central difference momentum descent, our new choice, permits

large (in absolute value) imaginary parts, even for the case of small real parts.

However one should note that a small Re(λh2), restricts the step size h thus

the central difference is only a good choice in the case where Im(λ) is large.

5.4 A note on preconditioning

One may precondition the momentum descent schemes by simply precondi-

tioning the forcing term F alone. For the string and NEB methods we assume

the preconditioning equations of chapter 4. Notice that in this case, one ex-

pects that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned Jacobian will have Re(λ) ≈ 1

and |Im(λ)| < 1. Recall from Sec. 5.2, that as Im(λ)→ 0, βopt = O[Im(λ)2/3],

then from (5.25), for a preconditioned Jacobian,

bopt = 2 +O[|Im(λ)|1/3]. (5.35)
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We conclude that for the preconditioned case we expect bopt ≈ 2 to be a good

choice.

5.5 Momentum descent for saddle point search

methods

To apply our findings to saddle finding methods we look at the Jacobian ma-

trices associated with each forcing term F for the string, NEB and dimer

methods to get a sense of the eigenspectrum associated with each of them and

determine which discretisation scheme should be used. We emphasise that the

calculation of the Jacobian is not needed when using the momentum descent

method. We will assume that we are in the vicinity of the equilibrium so

that only a few eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix may have non-positive real

part and these are small in magnitude. In all cases, we consider the general

preconditioned relations of chapter 4.

5.5.1 The Jacobian of the string and NEB methods

We investigate the Jacobian matrix J associated with the evolution directions

fkn of each of the string and NEB methods. We once more assume a discretised

path X ∈ RN×M

X :=


x1

...

xN

 ,
associated with images {x1, . . . ,xN} and let F ∈ RN × RM ,

F :=


f1

...

fN

 ,
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be the direction of evolution of each of the images, associated with the string

or the NEB method. The Jacobian of F is given by

J =


∂f1

∂x1

∂f1

∂x2
. . . ∂f1

∂xN
...

...
. . .

...
∂fN
∂x1

∂fN
∂x2

. . . ∂fN
∂xN

 .
For the string method, the block matrices ∂f str

n /∂xm associated with

f str
n = −([Pk

n]−1 − tP,n ⊗ tP,n)∇xV (xn) (5.36)

of equation (4.10) are given by

∂f str
n

∂xn−1

= `−1
n {(tP,n · ∇V )(I− tP,n ⊗PntP,n) + tP,n ⊗ [(I−PntP,n ⊗ tP,n)∇V ]},

∂f str
n

∂xn
= (P−1

n − tP,n ⊗ tP,n)∇∇V, (5.37)

∂f str
n

∂xn+1

= −`−1
n {(tP,n · ∇V )(I− tP,n ⊗PntP,n) + tP,n ⊗ [(I−PntP,n ⊗ tP,n)∇V ]},

∂f str
n

∂xm
= O if m /∈ {n− 1, n, n+ 1},

where

`n = ‖xn+1 − xn−1‖Pn , (5.38)

and central differences where assumed for the evaluation of the tangents tP,n.

Similarly, for the Jacobian of the NEB method, the respective block matrices

∂fneb
n /∂xm associated with

fneb
n = −(P−1

n − tP,n ⊗ tP,n)∇xV (xn) + κ (x′′n ·PntP,n) tP,n (5.39)
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of equation (4.16), are given by

∂fneb
n

∂xn−1

=
∂f str

n

∂xn−1

+ κtP,n ⊗ (PntP,n)

− `−1
n κtn ⊗

(
(xn−1 − 2xn + xn+1) ·Pn(I− tn ⊗ (Pntn))

)
− `−1

n κ(xn−1 − 2xn + xn+1) ·Pntn
(
I− tn ⊗ (Pntn)

)
,

∂fneb
n

∂xn
=
∂f str
n

∂xn
− 2κtP,n ⊗

(
PntP,n

)
, (5.40)

∂fneb
n

∂xn+1

=
∂f str

n

∂xn+1

+ κtP,n ⊗ (PntP,n)

+ `−1
n κtn ⊗

(
(xn−1 − 2xn + xn+1) ·Pn(I− tn ⊗ (Pntn))

)
+ `−1

n κ(xn−1 − 2xn + xn+1) ·Pntn
(
I− tn ⊗ (Pntn)

)
,

∂fneb
n

∂xm
= O if m /∈ {n− 1, n, n+ 1},

In fact let us construct a toy model simulating the behaviour of this

Jacobian. This will give us an idea of the eigen-spectrum that we expect

to observe. Suppose we have an N -image path, where N is an odd natural

number. Define the N ×N matrix

J =



1 0 . . . 0
N
2

(
1− 2 1

N−1

)
1 −N

2

(
1− 2 1

N−1

)
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

...

. . . −N
2

(
1− 2N−2

N−1

)
1 N

2

(
1− 2N−2

N−1

)
0 . . . 0 1.


(5.41)

which is such that the off-diagonal transport terms, are scaled by the inverse

of the separation of images, (1/N)−1 and vanish at the fixed points (the saddle

point was assumed to be the central image). Now, consider the case F : x 7→
Jx, so that J coincides with the Jacobian of F. The eigenvalues of J are such

that Re(λn) = 1. From Eq. (5.14), this implies that at each b,

g+(b, λn) > g+(b, λm) ⇐⇒ ‖Im(λn)‖ < ‖Im(λm)‖, (5.42)

and therefore the g+(b) curves do not intersect. Take for example the case
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N = 7. Figure 5.7 shows the g+(b) curves of the respective eigen-spectrum.

As it was previously mentioned in Sec. 5.4, all eigenvalues, whose values are

explicitly stated on the legend of Fig. 5.7, lie along Re(λ) = 1 but further,

notice that there are eigenvalues whose imaginary part is of the same order in

magnitude, as their real part. This is an indication that the central differences

might be more suitable for this system.

Figure 5.7: The g+(b) curves for the eigen-values of the Jacobian of the string-
NEB type toy model given in (5.41). The pseudo path associated with this
toy model consists of N = 7 images. The eigenvalues of the are Jacobian
are: λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1, λ4 = λ6 = 1 − 1.65i (to 3 significant figures) and
λ5 = λ7 = 1 + 1.65i (to 3 significant figures).

From (5.42), and from Fig. 5.7, we see that finding the optimal choice

for the momentum coefficient, b, for this toy model is trivial, as it suffices to

minimise g+ across all maxima b = |Im(λn)|/
√

Re(λn), equivalently finding the

λn which has the largest imaginary part, say λmaxIm (degenerate eigenvalues

are permitted) and then identifying the optimal value of bopt(λmaxIm) according

to (5.25).

For N an integer taking values in the interval [7, 34], we test the three

discrete schemes for momentum descent as defined in Sec. 5.3.1, against the
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simple steepest descent scheme. Figure 5.8 shows how the number of iterations

needed for the residual error to become smaller than 10−2, increases with the

condition number of J. We included steepest descent with adaptively chosen

time step, for reference. We instantly identify that central differences is the

correct choice offering the scaling we would expect for a momentum descent

method, i.e. ∼ κ, improving on the steepest descent where scaling is ∼ κ2.

Figure 5.8: Number of iterations vs condition number for the steepest-descent
and momentum-descent methods. The string-type toy model (5.41) was used.
Reference lines show scaling of the number of iterations proportional to κ2 and
κ.

Fixing the number of images to N = 19, we investigate how the residual

error of this toy model scales as a function of the number of iterations, for

the three discrete schemes of Sec. 5.3.1. Each iteration of the methods is

considered to carry computational cost equivalent to a unit. The results,

shown in Fig. 5.9, are compared with the simple steepest descent method,

with static step. These confirm the earlier prediction from our analysis and

observation that the central difference momentum descent scheme offers the
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Figure 5.9: Residual error against number of iterations for the string/NEB toy
model (5.41).

greatest speedup. Consequently whenever we refer to momentum descent in

string/NEB type methods, we will assume the use of the central difference

scheme.

5.5.2 The Jacobian of the dimer method

We follow the same process to investigate the Jacobian matrix Jdimer of the

dimer method. Take X ∈ R2×M

Z :=

[
x

v

]
,

associated with dimer pair (x,v) and let F ∈ R2×M ,

F :=

[
fx

fv

]
,
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be the driving force associated with the dimer method coming from expres-

sions (2.80) and (2.81). The Jacobian of F is given by

Jdimer =

[
∂fx

∂x
∂fx

∂ṽ
∂fv

∂x
∂fv

∂ṽ

]
,

where

fx = −(P(x)−1 − 2ṽ ⊗ ṽ)∇V (x) (5.43)

fv = −(P(x)−1 − ṽ ⊗ ṽ)
∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
−∇V (x)

L
. (5.44)

The block matrices of equation (5.5.2) are given by

∂fx

∂x
= −

(
P−1 − 2ṽ ⊗ ṽ

)
∇∇V (x)

∂fx

∂ṽ
= 2
(
ṽ · ∇V (x)

)(
I − ṽ ⊗

(
Pṽ
))

+ 2ṽ ⊗
[(
I −

(
Pṽ
)
⊗ ṽ

)
∇V (x)

]
∂fv

∂x
= −L−1

(
P−1 − ṽ ⊗ ṽ

)(
∇∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
−∇∇V (x)

)
∂fv

∂ṽ
= −

(
P−1 − ṽ ⊗ ṽ

)
∇∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
+
[(

P−1 − ṽ ⊗ ṽ
)
∇∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
ṽ
]
⊗
(
Pṽ
)

+ L−1
(
ṽ ·
(
∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
−∇V (x)

))(
I − ṽ ⊗

(
Pṽ
))

+ L−1ṽ ⊗
[(
I −

(
Pṽ
)
⊗ ṽ

)(
∇V

(
x+ Lṽ

)
−∇V (x)

)]
The study of the eigenspectrum of Jdimer was performed numerically in the

results Sec. 5.6 below, but because at the saddle ∂fx

∂ṽ
= 0 and the ∂fx

∂x
, ∂fv

∂ṽ
are

symmetric, the eigenspectrum near the saddle is real 2 and thus close to the

saddle we expect that the eigenspectrum will have small imaginary parts. From

the stability regions of Fig. 5.3, the backwards momentum descent method

would be the most appropriate choice.

2Let A,B be real and symmetric square matrices and VAVT = ΛA and UBUT = ΛB the
corresponding eigendecompositions, with real eigenvalues . Let C be a square matrix, then

the following is true

(
V 0
0 U

)(
A 0
C B

)(
VT 0
0 UT

)
=

(
ΛA 0
0 ΛB

)
and the eigenvalues of(

A 0
C B

)
are also real.
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5.6 Results

We look once more at the vacancy and screw dislocation systems we have

analysed in Sec. 2.3.1 and Sec. 2.3.2. For each system, we confirm the con-

vergence speed up for momentum descent for the optimisation problem, and

we demonstrate its effectiveness for the string, NEB and dimer methods. For

the specific case of the vacancy in a 2D triangular lattice modelled by the

Lennard-Jones potential, we also look at the Jacobian to confirm the choice

of discretisation scheme for the optimisation, string and NEB methods and

to identify the appropriate discretisation scheme for the dimer method. The

values of h and b were determined numerically, by comparing the convergence

speeds of repeated calculations for a range of values.

5.6.1 Vacancy in a 2D Lennard Jones lattice
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Figure 5.10: Convergence for minimisation of a system describing a vacancy in
60-atom 2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential, with parameters
ε = 1.0, σ = 2−

1
6 . We compare the momentum descent method against the

simple steepest descent, LBFGS, conjugate gradient and steepest descent with
adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

Consider a vacancy in a two dimensional 60-atom triangular lattice. A

Lennard-Jones potential models the system (see Sec. 2.2.3), with parameters

ε = 1.0, σ = 2−
1
6 . The EXP preconditioner described in Sec 4.4.1 with pa-

rameters A = 3.0 and rcut = 2.5 is used for preconditioning. The vacancy

originally is located near the centre of the cell. We relax the configuration to
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Figure 5.11: The left panel shows g+ against b for the eigenspectrum, which is
shown on the right panel, for the Jacobian of the dimer method, for a 60-atom
2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential, with parameters ε = 1.0,
σ = 2−

1
6 . Different colour maps have been used to separate eigenvalues of

positive and negative real parts.
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Figure 5.12: Convergence of the dimer method for a system describing a 60-
atom 2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential, with parameters ε =
1.0, σ = 2−

1
6 . The initial configuration is near the local minimum. We compare

the convergence rates of the momentum descent method against the simple
steepest descent and steepest descent with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

the nearest local energy minimum by means of the momentum descent method.

Figure 5.10 shows the convergence rate in comparison to the simple steepest
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string: vacancy in LJ 2D lattice

Figure 5.13: The left panel shows g+ against b for the eigenspectrum of the Ja-
cobian of the string method. On the right panel the eigenspectrum is depicted.
The system describes a 60-atom 2D cell modelled with the Lennard-Jones po-
tential, with parameters ε = 1.0, σ = 2−

1
6 . Different colour maps have been

used to separate eigenvalues of positive and negative real parts. This refers to
a 9-image path whose end points are free to relax to the local minima.

descent, steepest descent with ode12r adaptive time stepping, LBFGS and con-

jugate gradient algorithms. We remind the reader that the aim of this section

is not to outperform LBFGS or conjugate gradient, but to create a scheme

that is transferable to saddle point search methods and that the comparison

here is just for completeness of the results. The preconditioned variants, where

available, are also pictured.

From Fig 5.10, the momentum descent method is as effective as the

adaptive steepest descent method and in this case it is more efficient than the

other adaptive schemes. The effective speed up is measured against the simple

descent method where a static step is also used and this speedup is of a factor

of 4 for the un-preconditioned case, and of a factor of 5 for the preconditioned

case. Focusing on the un-preconditioned momentum descent case, one may

distinguish clearly the regions of pre-asymptotic and asymptotic convergence

where in the latter case an adaptively chosen step is expected to offer an even

greater speedup. The same may be observed in the preconditioned case but

the difference is not that apparent to the naked eye.

Starting from a configuration near the midpoint of the minimum and the
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Figure 5.14: On the left panel we have the values of g+(b) for the eigenspectrum
of the Jacobian of the preconditioned string method, for a 60-atom 2D cell
modelled with the Lennard-Jones potential, with parameters ε = 1.0, σ = 2−

1
6 .

The eigenspectrum is shown on the right panel and different colour maps have
been used to separate eigenvalues of positive and negative real parts. This
refers to a 9-image path whose end points are free to relax to the local minima.

saddle, we use the dimer method to find the saddle for the vacancy migrating

by one lattice spacing. Figure 5.11 shows on the left the g+(b) curves for the

eigenspectrum of the Jacobian of the dimer method, together with a scatter

plot of the eigenspectrum in the complex plane (shown on the right). The

scatter plot suggests that using backward differences is a good choice. Further,

all eigenvalues with negative real part have Im(λ) = 0. The g+(b) curves on the

left hand side plot, suggest that the contribution of eigenvalues with negative

real part is not insignificant and thus we expect that the momentum descent

method will converge slowly without preconditioning.

In Fig. 5.12, the convergence rate for the dimer method is depicted, com-

paring the momentum descent method against the steepest descent method

with static and ode12r adaptive time step selection, with and without precon-

ditioning. In this case the momentum descent method offers an even better

performance than the adaptive step selection (almost a 2-fold speed-up for

both the unpreconditioned and preconditioned cases), whereas the effective

speed-up against the static method is more than a factor of 3. This suggests
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(a) string: vacancy in LJ 2D lattice
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Figure 5.15: Convergence rate of the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for a
vacancy in a 60-atom 2D triangular lattice modelled with the Lennard-Jones
potential, with parameters ε = 1.0, σ = 2−

1
6 . A 9 image path was used

with the end points free to relax to the respective local minima. We compare
the convergence rates of the momentum descent method against the simple
steepest descent and steepest descent with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

that an adaptive step for the momentum descent method might offer an even

greater speed up.

Finally, we look at the string and NEB methods for identifying the MEP

of the same vacancy migration. We use a 9-image path, with the end points

free to move to the respective local minima. A linear interpolation of the two

end points was used to initialise the path. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate

the eigenspecrum of the Jacobian of the unpreconditioned and preconditioned

string method on the right hand side, and the respective g+(b) curves on the

left. This reinforces our earlier observation of Sec. 5.5.1 that central differences

should be used for the momentum descent scheme. Further, comparison of

the two right hand side scatter plots demonstrates the improvement on the

associated condition number from using the preconditioner, as the majority

of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned string are now clustered in regions of

Re(λ) = 1 with the exception of a few outliers.

One can see from the plots that choosing b close to half the improved

choice bopt corresponding to the eigenvalue of greatest magnitude will be suffi-

cient to converge the majority of the eigenmodes fast. For the preconditioned
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case, this is in fact close to 2 as expected. The respective plots for the NEB

method are omitted as they offer similar behaviour.

The convergence plots for the string and NEB methods are shown in

Figure 5.15. The momentum descent method applied to the unpreconditioned

string and NEB methods failed to converge, similarly to the unpreconditioned

steepest descent method. In fact it offered similar convergence rates to the

static steepest descent method. The preconditioned case on the other hand

offered similar rapid speedup, comparable to the preconditioned steepest de-

scent with static and adaptive time step.

5.6.2 Vacancy in a Cu supercell
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Figure 5.16: The system describes a vacancy confined in a 107-atom Cu fcc
supercell modelled with the Morse potential, with parameters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0
and nearest boundary distance r0 = 2.55 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were
applied. Beginning from a configuration near the local minimum, we relax the
system using the momentum descent method. We compare against the simple
steepest descent, LBFGS, conjugate gradient, FIRE and steepest descent with
adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

The same tests were carried out for a vacancy in a fixed cell and pe-

riodic boundary conditions for a 107-atom Cu FCC supercell modelled with

the Morse potential with parameters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0 and nearest boundary

distance r0 = 2.55 Å. For the preconditioned cases, configurations were pre-

conditioned with the EXP preconditioner introduced in Packwood et al. [71]

with parameters A = 3.0, rcut = 2.2 and r0 = 5.62 Å.
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Figure 5.17: Convergence rate of the dimer method for a vacancy in a 107-atom
Cu fcc supercell modelled with the Morse potential, having A = 4.0, ε = 1.0
and nearest boundary distance r0 = 2.55 Å. The system was initialised near
the local minimum. The convergence rate of the momentum descent method
was compared against that of the simple steepest descent and steepest descent
with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).
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(a) string: vacancy in Cu supercell
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(b) NEB: vacancy in Cu supercell
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Figure 5.18: Convergence rate of the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for a
vacancy in a 107-atom Cu fcc supercell with periodic boundary conditions,
modelled with a Morse potential of patrameters A = 4.0, ε = 1.0 and r0 =
2.55 Å. A 5 image path was used and the end points are free to move to
the respective local minima. The convergence rate of the momentum descent
method is compared against that of the simple steepest descent and steepest
descent with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).
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For the optimisation problem, we initialise our configuration near the

local minimum. We compare the momentum descent method against steep-

est descent with static and adaptive stepping (ode12r), the LBFGS method,

conjugate gradient and FIRE. The unpreconditioned and preconditioned mo-

mentum descent methods are comparable in performance and these are also

comparable to the performance of the ode12r methods. The effective speedup

relative to the static steepest descent is of the order of 3 for the unprecondi-

tioned results and of the order of 2 for the preconditioned results.

To test the performance of the momentum descent dimer method, we

initialise the system near the mid point between the minimum and the saddle.

We compared the convergence rate of the method against the steepest descent

dimer method with static and adaptive ode12r step selection. The results are

depicted in Fig. 5.17. One observes a similar behaviour, as in our previous re-

sults. The acceleration of the static momentum descent method is comparable

to the speedup gained from using an adaptive ode12r step in steepest descent,

giving a net speedup greater than a factor of 2 for the unpreconditioned results

and a factor of 2.5 for the preconditioned results.

Finally, testing the string and NEB methods, one may identify clearly

on Figure 5.18, the point where the system enters the asymptotic regime and

the momentum descent method could have benefitted significantly from the

use of an adaptive step in the way the simple steepest descent benefits from the

use of the ode12r adaptive step selection. The effective speedup from the static

steepest descent is of the order of 3 for the the unpreconditioned string, and 2

for the unpreconditioned NEB method and the respective speedup factors for

the preconditioned cases are of the order of 2. We do notice that the speedup

is more significant in the unpreconditioned case and this is expected as in the

preconditioned case the condition number is approaching 1.

5.6.3 Vacancy in a W supercell

We now look at a vacancy in a W BCC supercell which we model with the

EAM4 potential and for which we impose periodic boundary conditions. For

preconditioning a configuration in the system we use the FF preconditioner of

Mones et al. [2]. We carry out the same set of tests.
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Figure 5.19: The system is a vacancy in a 53-atom W BCC supercell modelled
with the EAM4 potential. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. Ini-
tialising our system at a configuration near the local minimum, we relax the
system using the momentum descent method. The performance of the mo-
mentum descent method is compared against the performance of the simple
steepest descent, LBFGS, conjugate gradient, FIRE and steepest descent with
adaptive time stepping (ode12r). Preconditioning was also used if available.

First we initialise the system near the minimum. We want to look at the

performance of the momentum descent method in geometry optimisation. We

compare its convergence against the steepest descent method with static and

adaptive step selection (ode12r), the LBFGS, conjugate gradient and FIRE

methods. If available, the preconditioned variants were also used. Figure 5.19

shows the results. In this example we see that momentum descent with pre-

conditioning outperforms all other schemes, although the performance of the

preconditioned ode12r and conjugate gradient methods is comparable. The

effective speedup in comparison to the static steepest descent method is of a

factor of 2 for the unpreconditioned case and of a factor of 4 for the precondi-

tioned case.

To apply the dimer method, we initialised the system as we did before

by taking a point near the mid point of a local minimum (the vacancy being

at the centre of the cell) and a nearby saddle point. As shown in Fig. 5.20, the

momentum descent method offered an effective speed-up greater than a factor

of 2 for both the unprconditioned and preconditioned cases, when compared

to the static steepest descent. Once more the importance of an adaptively

chosen step is highlighted.
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Figure 5.20: Convergence of the dimer method for a vacancy in a 53-atom
W bcc supercell. The EAM4 potential was used to model the system and
periodic boundary conditions were used. The system was initialised near the
local minimum. The convergence speed of the momentum descent method
was compared against that of the simple steepest descent and steepest descent
with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

Finally, to test the string and NEB methods, we use a 5-image path

which we initialise by linearly interpolating the initial and final states. We

compare the results against the steepest descent with static and adaptive

ode12r step selection. The results are shown in Fig. 5.21, where we observe

that for the NEB method, the momentum descent method did not perform as

expected in the preconditioned case. In fact the preconditioned steepest de-

scent performs better than both the ode12r and momentum descent schemes

in the case of the NEB method, but notice that all preconditioned cases offer

the same convergence rate in the pre-asymptotic regime. For the momen-

tum descent method it is apparent that a different step size should be used

in the asymptotic regime and thus the method would benefit from an adap-

tively chosen step size, whereas for the ode12r it is the case of a suboptimal

step size guess. For the string method the performance is similar to what we

have seen in earlier tests. The momentum descent method performs as well

as steepest descent with ode12r giving a 2-fold effective speedup for both the

unpreconditioned and preconditioned cases.
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Figure 5.21: Convergence of the (a) string and (b) NEB methods for a va-
cancy in a 53-atom W bcc supercell, modelled with the EAM4 potential and
periodicity applied on the boundaries. A 5 image path was used with the end
points free to move to the respective local minima. We compare the conver-
gence speeds of the momentum descent method to that of the simple steepest
descent and steepest descent with adaptive time stepping (ode12r).

5.6.4 Screw Dislocation

For our final example, we study a 1
2
〈111〉 screw dislocation in a 1489-atom W

BCC structure confined in a cylinder of radius equal to 40 Å and surrounded

by a cylindrical shell of 565 clamped atoms. Periodic boundary conditions

were applied along the dislocation line (z) direction. The system is simulated

with the EAM4 potential.

Starting from a configuration near a local minimum, we relax the system

to equilibrium and plot the results in Fig. 5.22a.

We then consider the transition of the dislocation advancing by one glide

step. We first use the dimer method to identify the saddle of this transition.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.22b.

Finally, we use the string and NEB methods to find the MEP of the

transition. To do so, we use a 9-image path, for which we fixed the ends of

the path at the local minima. The results are shown in Figs. 5.22c and 5.22d.

In all four cases, the unpreconditioned momentum descent method ex-

hibits a significant speed up relative to the static steepest descent scheme, of

a factor 3 for optimisation and of a factor 5 for all other methods, but further,
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the method exhibits a speed up of the order of 1.5 for the optimisation, a speed

up of order 3 for the dimer method and speed ups of factors 2.5 and 2 for the

string and NEB method when compared to the adaptive ode12r scheme. For

the preconditioned results, the 3 schemes are comparable, with the exception

of the dimer method where a 2-fold speed up was observed for the momentum

descent and ode12r schemes in comparison to the simple static dimer.
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Figure 5.22: Convergence of the (a) optimisation, (b) dimer (c) string and (d)
NEB methods for a screw dislocation in a 1489-atom W bcc structure confined
in a cylinder of radius equal to R = 40Å and periodic boundary conditions
along the dislocation line. Atoms outside outer radius of R were clamped.
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5.6.5 Conclusion

Momentum descent, or accelerated gradient descent methods are 2-step dis-

crete schemes that may be used to accelerate steepest descent (or gradient

descent) optimisation schemes by improving the scaling of convergence with

the condition number. In this chapter we demonstrated how the momentum

descent method may be used to accelerate the saddle point search methods,

the dimer method and the double ended string and NEB methods. We have

seen that there is a unique optimal choice for the momentum coefficient b cor-

responding to each eigen-direction of the Jacobian of the forcing term of each

method.

We investigated three discretisations of momentum descent based on

forward, backward and central differences and we found the stability regions

for each of them. This helped us identify a suitable scheme for each of the

optimisation, dimer, string and NEB methods and gave us a heuristic way of

identifying suitable values for the momentum coefficient.

Further it showed that b ≈ 2 is a good choice and would be effective

across all eigendirections of the Jacobian in the preconditioned case. Precon-

ditioning of the momentum descent method was performed so that only the

forcing term is preconditioned as proposed in Ch. 4. Our results suggested

that the momentum descent method offers a significant speedup which is com-

parable to that of the adaptive ode12r method despite its simplicity. Further,

our results suggested that an adaptive method for choosing the pair (b, h) of

the momentum descent method can lead to further speedups, which we will

explore in future work.

An open source prototype implementation of the techniques described

in this chapter is available at https://github.com/cortner/SaddleSearch.

jl.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Computational simulations of the behaviour of physical systems can be chal-

lenging because of the presence of spontaneous rare transitions. Simulations

running on the atomistic/molecular level are not suitable for identifying these

rare events, due to the discrepancy of time scales. Instead, one should use

simulations on the mesoscale [5] but to do so it is necessary that one knows

the transition rate of the event under study.

As we have discussed in Chapter 2 this is possible if we first identify the

energy barrier that the system needs to overcome for a transition to occur. In

fact, the transition rate scales exponentially with the energy barrier [4, 6, 7],

thus an accurate calculation of the latter is essential.

In this thesis we looked at the most widely used methods for identify-

ing transition energy barriers, i.e. methods which identify the saddle point

of the energy landscape separating the initial and final states. These are it-

erative schemes, grouped in two families: (a) methods that evolve a chain

of images, connecting the reactive and product states of the transition, until

convergence to the MEP of the transition and (b) ‘walker’ methods evolving a

single state, together with an associated orientation and transition direction,

until it converges to the saddle point. Of the first kind, we look at the NEB

method [13, 14] which includes an elastic interaction between neighbouring

images and the string method [10, 11, 12] which constrains the images of the

chain to be at fixed relative distances at all times. Of the second family we

investigate the dimer method [9].

It is commonly acknowledged that these methods often converge slowly
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due to ill-conditioning of the potential of the system. Further, although adap-

tive schemes have been developed in the past to select the step length for the

iterative step, these are not in general robust techniques, causing instabilities

and kink formation along the evolved paths.

My goal has been the exploration of numerical optimisation techniques

in conjunction with saddle point search methods in order to accelerate conver-

gence and increase robustness.

In Chapter 3, we express the string and NEB methods as first order ODE

problems whose steady state solution defines the MEP. Similarly, the dimer

method is expressed as a first order ODE problem in terms of a fictitious time

coordinate whose steady state solution is the saddle point of the transition.

We were then able to use an appropriate adaptive numerical ODE solver to

numerically integrate this ODE and in doing so we select appropriate step

lengths for the iterative step. We choose the simple ode12 method which uses

a first and a second order approximation of the solution to estimate the local

error. However, as we converge to an equilibrium of the ODE problem, as

explained in [67, 68], the adaptive ODE solver underestimates the local error

causing large time steps to be used incorrectly. This issue was observed in

our results as well. We resolve this issue by introducing an intermediate line-

search step which ensures that the accepted step at least satisfies a sufficient

decrease condition on the residual. The resulting scheme, ode12r, is a robust

adaptive selection method which often enjoys additionally a rapid convergence

to equilibrium, due to the efficiency with which the step lengths are selected.

We also saw that this method may be applied to optimisation directly, and

the results compete with other fast adaptive techniques, such as LBFGS [54],

despite its relative simplicity.

In simple optimisation, Newton’s method offers the fastest convergence

to an equilibrium and it is not sensitive to ill-conditioned potentials. However,

it requires the evaluation of the Hessian of the potential which is not a feasible

calculation for large systems and complex models, such as DFT. A familiar

technique in numerical analysis is preconditioning. A preconditioner can be

viewed as either a coordinate mapping in configuration space capturing the

curvature of the potential, or as an approximation of the Hessian in analogy to

Newton’s scheme. In Chapter 4, we adopted the first view, so we constructed
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a preconditioning scheme for string and NEB which utilises one geometry

optimisation preconditioner for each image. Our proposed scheme uses force

calculations only, and can therefore be used straightforwardly with hybrid

models such as QM/MM which use force matching on the boundary between

two modelling treatments. We demonstrated that for accurate preconditioner

representations, our method is capable of achieving speed ups of factors as high

as 6 over conventional approaches. The gain is expected to grow with system

size. In the case of a DFT model for a small system size, where a closely fitted

preconditioner was not available, we still observed a significant 2-fold speed up.

These results are auspicious and suggest that further work should be conducted

in order to construct higher accuracy preconditioners and achieve even higher

convergence speeds. Additionally, we observed that preconditioning increased

the robustness of these methods and improved accuracy.

Another observation is that the proposed preconditioning scheme does

not treat ill-conditioning arising from longitudinal interactions (e.g. the elastic

interactions of the NEB method), but only the effects of ill-conditioning in the

normal direction. Work has already began in generalising the preconditioning

scheme to include treatment of tangential effects. The idea is to construct a

preconditioner for the force terms of the string, NEB or dimer methods, which

captures the curvature of their associate Jacobian matrix.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we explore accelerated gradient descent meth-

ods [57, 58], also known as momentum descent methods which are primarily

used in optimisation in place of the simple steepest descent method. These

are two-step iterative methods, which use a momentum term to accelerate the

convergence of the steepest descent method to scales better with condition

number. I showed how the momentum descent method may be adapted to

saddle point search methods and found the necessary conditions the momen-

tum coefficient needs to satisfy. Three discretisation schemes were introduced,

which use forward, backward and central differences to approximate the differ-

ential operators involved. We studied these discretisation schemes in terms of

stability and based on these stability results we explain that the central differ-

ences momentum descent scheme is the most appropriate choice for the string

and NEB methods, whereas the backwards differences is the most appropriate

choice for the dimer method and for simple optimisation.
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Preconditioning the momentum descent scheme was performed by means

of preconditioning the forcing term associated with each of the string, NEB

and dimer methods, in the same way as it was done in Chapter 4 and in [16].

We saw in our results that the momentum descent method for saddle point

search methods compares in general to the ode12r adaptive step selection but

it has a much simpler and more intuitive formulation to ode12r. It is also ev-

ident that especially in the unpreconditioned setting, but also to some extent

in the preconditioned setting, the method could benefit from an adaptive step

length selection similar to the ode12r scheme. This is a more difficult problem

as one needs to adaptively choose the momentum parameter and step length

simultaneously, since even though some intuition has been given on how to se-

lect a good momentum coefficient, it should not be selected independently of

the step length. In the preconditioned case, we have seen that the momentum

coefficient is in fact≈ 2 simplifying matters, however this depends on the ac-

curacy of the preconditioner and one should not expect that this is always the

case. This goes back to our previous comment on the necessity of constructing

improved preconditioners.

In conclusion, this thesis has incorporated simple ideas from numerical

analysis (for the most part numerical optimisation) in saddle point finding

methods, to accelerate their convergence. The methodology is general so that

any scheme in the family of MEP finding methods and dimer methods may

be used straight-forwardly (see for example simplified string [11] and improved

tangent NEB [14]). Adaptivity is actually possible also in the case of hybrid

models (see for example hybrid QM/MM models [76]). The results are promis-

ing, offering good convergence speedups and improving the robustness of the

schemes, but also suggesting a range of new directions where work may be

conducted in to improve these results even further.

All schemes developed in this thesis have been coded in the Julia

programming language and are available in https://github.com/cortner/

SaddleSearch.jl. In our next steps we wish to port this code to ASE for

wider use.
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Appendix A

Algebraic Calculations for

Chapter 5

In Sec. 5.2, we defined the curves g±(b) defined on the interval b ∈ [0,∞)

and given by equation (5.14). In this appendix we will look at the asymptotic

behaviour of g+ as b→ 0+ and as b→∞ and find the fixed point of g+. The

expression for g+ may be re-written as

g+(b) = b−
√

2

2

([
(b2 − α)2 + γ2

] 1
2 + b2 − α

) 1
2

(A.1)

where we have assigned the constants α := 4Re(λ) > 0 and γ := 4Im(λ) (β is

reserved for later on).
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A.1 Asymptotic behaviour at zero

First we look at the the asymptotic behaviour of g+ as b→ 0+:

g+(b) = b−
√

2

2
((b4 − 2αb2 + α2 + γ2)

1
2 + b2 − α)

1
2

= b−
√

2

2

(
4|λ|

(
1− α

8|λ|2
b2 +

1

16|λ|2
b4

) 1
2

+ b2 − α

) 1
2

= b−
√

2

2

(
4|λ| − α +

(
1− α

4|λ|

)
b2 +O(b4)

) 1
2

= b−
√

2

2
(4|λ| − α)

1
2

(
1 +

1

4|λ|
b2 +O(b4)

) 1
2

= b−
√

2

2
(4|λ| − α)

1
2

(
1 +

1

8|λ|
b2 +O(b4)

)

= −
√

2

2
(4|λ| − α)

1
2 + b+O(b2) (A.2)

A.2 Asymptotics while approaching infinity

Looking at the asymptotic behaviour of b→∞, g+ behaves like

g+(b) = b−
√

2

2
((b4 − 2αb2 + α2 + γ2)

1
2 + b2 − α)

1
2

= b−
√

2

2

(
b2(1− 2αb−2)

1
2

(
1 + b−4(1− 2αb−2)−1|λ|2

) 1
2

+ b2 − α
) 1

2

= b−
√

2

2

(
b2
(

1− αb−2 +O(b−4)
)(

1 +O(b−4)
)

+ b2 − α
) 1

2

= b−
√

2

2

(
b2
(

1− αb−2 +O(b−4)
)

+ b2 − α
) 1

2

= b−
√

2

2

(
2b2 − 2α +O(b−2)

) 1
2

= b− b
(
1− αb−2 +O(b−4)

) 1
2

=
1

2
αb−1 +O(b−3). (A.3)
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A.3 Classification of fixed points

Finally, we are interested in the fixed points of g+ in [0,∞) The first derivative

of g+ is
∂g+

∂b
= 1−

√
2

2

∂

∂b

([
(b2 − α)2 + γ2

] 1
2 + b2 − α

) 1
2

(A.4)

Let β = b2 − α,

∂g+

∂b
= 1−

√
2

2

∂

∂β

[([
β2 + γ2

] 1
2 + β

) 1
2

]
∂β

∂b
(A.5)

= 1−
√

2

2

√
β + α

([
β2 + γ2

] 1
2 + β

)− 1
2
(
β
[
β2 + γ2

]− 1
2 + 1

)
. (A.6)

Equating ∂g+/∂b = 0 gives

2 =
√

2
√
β + α

([
β2 + γ2

] 1
2 + β

)− 1
2
(
β
[
β2 + γ2

]− 1
2 + 1

)
⇒ 2

([
β2 + γ2

] 1
2 + β

)
= (β + α)

[
β2 + γ2

]−1(
β +

[
β2 + γ2

] 1
2
)2

⇒ 2
(
β2 + γ2

)
= (β + α)

(
β +

[
β2 + γ2

] 1
2
)

⇒ 2β2 + 2γ2 = β2 + αβ + (β + α)
√
β2 + γ2

⇒
(
β2 − αβ + 2γ2

)2
= (β2 + 2αβ + α2)(β2 + γ2)

⇒ β4 − 2αβ3 + (α2 + 4γ2)β2 − 4αγ2β + 4γ4

= β4 + 2αβ3 + (α2 + γ2)β2 + 2αγ2β + α2γ2

⇒ 4αβ3 − 3γ2β2 + 6αγ2β + (α2γ2 − 4γ4) = 0. (A.7)

Therefore, the fixed points b of g+ are given by

b =
√
β + α (A.8)

where β are roots of the cubic polynomial

q(β) = 4αβ3 − 3γ2β2 + 6αγ2β + (α2γ2 − 4γ4). (A.9)
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The discriminant ∆ of q is given by

∆ =(−3γ2)2(6αγ2)− 4(4α)(6αγ2)3 − 4(−3γ2)3(α2γ2 − 4γ4)

− 27(4α)2(α2γ2 − 4γ4) + 18(4α)(−3γ2)(6αγ2)(α2γ2 − 4γ4)

= 324α2γ8 − 3456α4γ6 + 108α2γ8 − 432γ10

− 432α6γ4 + 3456α4γ6 − 6912α2γ8

+ 1296α4γ6 + 5184α2γ8

= −432γ10 − 432α6γ4 − 1296α2γ8 − 1296α4γ6 < 0, ∀γ 6= 0 (A.10)

Thus, q has a single real root. This may be derived algebraically for example

from Cardano’s formula [82]. From equations (A.8), (A.9) and (A.10), we

conclude that (A.1) has a single fixed point.
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